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BURNED THEIR MORTGAGE

LIME COMPANY CHANGE

FOUR CENTS A COPY

The Honor Students Court Has Convened

c«f 94.56, and Arlene Fickett, with
He is the third generation of his 94 48. will be valedictorian and safamily connected with the lime inutatorian, respectively, of the Ciass
of Knox County, succeeding the acof 1944. Rockland High School, Jo
seph E. Blaisdell, principal, announIced at assembly this morning. The
'ecght cthe rhonor students are:
^Gloria Witham, Melzine McCaslin,
Pauline Havener, Elizabeth Holmes,
j Ruth McMahon. Elaine Post, Joan
Look, and Joyce Mitchell.

GOING TO
REPEAT IT
so big that it wilt be given again

Community Bldg.
Tuesday Night
May 9
MANY WILL GO AGAIN
Dancing After Show From 10 to 12

Auspices Knox County Red Cross Motor Corps

TONIGHT

Song of a

TUESDAY, MAY 2—8.30 TO 1

Trinidad Home Owner

OPPORTUNITY
Admission 60c inc. tax

Bright, capable boy wanted to learn the manu
facturing business. After school and vacation
satisfactory for the present.

The Trinidad roofers, the
largest in Maine furnish labor
and material and! guarantee the
same. We offer protection and
beauty and service to all with
insurance against accidents in
case of a fall. Fireproof, lock
shingles that stay where they’re
laid. The roofers are mechanics
and skilled in their trade.

FREE ESTIMATE

Trinidad

CASTRO & WALSH
YourtHeating System is No Better Than it is Engineered

CAMDEN

Joseph E. Blaisdell, chairman of
the board of governors cf the Com
munity Building, appeared before
the City Council at the May meet
ing held last night, presenting the
urgency of making extensive repairs
to the roof of the building He named
estimates of $3000 to repair the en
tire roof and of $2000 to repair all
excepting the main roof. After some
discussion of the matter was re
ferred to the City Property com
mittee consisting of Aldermen Wiggin and Sullivan.
A license was granted Herbert A.
Young to conduct a skating rink at
611% Main street.
Tenders of $300 for care of the
Minnie O. Miles lot at the Achom
cemetery; $200 for the Edwin L.
Irish lot at Achom cemetery, and
$500 for the Simon H. Hall lot in
Achorn cemetery, were accepted. A
tender of $75 for the care of the
Randall Kennedy lot was denied.
Application of the Samoset Hotel
Company, for license to sell spiritous and vinous liquors was approved
and an application made by The
Texas, Co., for storage, in a tank,
of 67.415 gallons of petroleum prod
usts, was reffered to the Fire Chief.
William Halstead was appointed
and confirmed as weigher of coal
and measurer of wood at the Rock
land Fuel Co. Fred S. March, guard
at Snow’s Shipyard was appointed
and confirmed as a special police
man. Alderman Albert J. Brickley
called out of town by illness in his
family was not present.

BENEFIT RED CROSS WAR FUND

Entertainment, Prize Waltz, Jitterbug Contest
t

Informed That Repairs Esti
mated At $3000 Are
Necessary At Commu
nity Building

MAY BALL

COMMUNITY BUILDING
AN

City Council Met

Mrs. John iAndrews is employed
as switchboard operator at the Ash
Point Naval Air Station.

Snow Shipyard Entertainment went over

Warehouse Store

was in session when this edition
went to press, and sitting again on
the bench is William H. Fisher of
Augusta, who is officiating as act
ing retired justice Judge Fisher
has been coming to Rockland, in
one capacity or another, for many
years always to be warmly wel
comed by an enlarging circie of
friends.
Substituting as court reporter is
Fred Whsci:, veteran stenographer,
well remembered by the old timers.
Prayer was offered this morning
toy 'Rev. Dr. John Smith 'Lowe of
the Universalist Church.
The court messenger this term is
Arthur Emerson, reprsentative to
Legislature from the North Ha
ven class.
The other officials are practical1 ly the same as in former years.
The following divorce cases have
been entered on the ducket since
the Pebruarv term:
Evelyne V. Jo in son of Rockland
from Stillma?. O Johnson of Lin
coln, commorant of Santa Ana,
Calif., married at Stratton. July 7,
1934 Burrows for libellant
Josephine M. Gabriele of Rock
land from Pasquale Gabriele uf
Westerly, R. I., married at Rock
land March 11, 1942. Wilbur for
libellan.
Hadley B. Miller of Friendship
from (Eleanor L. M.ller of New Bed
ford, Mass., married at Camden
March 1, 1941. Burrows for libel
lant.
Shirley A. McEdward of 'Rockland
from Donald G. McEdward of
Rockland, comimorant of Exeter, N.
(H, married at Bangor April 23,
1942. Burrows for libellant.
Elinor F. Beal from Calvin B.
Beal, Jr., both of Rockland, mar
ried at Rockland, Feb. 17, 1940.
Grossman for libellant.
Gordon W. Tail of Rockland
from Sadie M. Tait of Bath, marrie dat Oldi Town, November 10,
1906. Wilbur for libellant.
Richard R. Waldron of Spruce
Head from Marguerite F. Waldron
of Spruce Head, married at Rock
land, Sept. 12, 1936. Wilbur for
libellant.
Charles J. Rich from Myra H.
Rich, both of (Rockland, married
at Rockland, (March 9, 1940. Wil
bur for libellant.
Gladys E Cullinan of Rockland
from George L. Cullman of Appleton, married at Union April 27,
1927. Wilbur for libellant.
Kathryn H. Dubey from Clar
ence G. Dubey, both of Rockland,
married at Rockland Sept. 16, 1939.
Grossman for libellant.
Philip A. iDyer from Margaret
M. Dyer, both of 'Rockland, married
at Rockland June 26, 1943. Grossman for libellant.
Mark L. Reed from (Bessie V.
Reed, both of Rockland, married
at Southwest Harbor, May 1, 1920.
Grossman for libellant.
Ethel Louise Holmes from May
nard A. Holmes, both of Rockland,
married at Rockland December 6,
1937. Roberts for libellant.
(Continued on Page Six)

Sales Clerk Wanted
" Boy or Girl

The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)
When David G. Hodgkins, Jr. re
turns from the wars he may ex
perience some difficulty in locating
his office for over night* the from
of Carini block has been trans
formed from wood' to brick Iniprtvement, you 11 say.

He may not be superstitious but
a well known Rockland resident
whose house number was 113 has
had it changed to 111. Besides,
the latter number is easier to re
member.
—o—
»
“The town of Washington has
broken all records,” remarked
County Treasurer Earle C. Dow
yesterday as he caressed an envelope containing a check for $646—
payment of this year’s county tax
in full.

j
i

to live in. especially if you «/ant
to live a long time. For instance
there was the iamily, numbering
13, of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Snowdeal. Among the members who
lived to advanced years were: Liz
zie Dennison, 106; Nancy Norton.
87; (Sarah Kinney, 83; Oliva Den
nison, 80; ILavinia Trafford, 100;
Margaret Tower, 77; William Snowdeal, 85; Charles Snowdeal, 92;
Jackson Snowdeal 92—all brothers
and sisters. And they had never
heard of vitamins. Perhaps Edi
tor Sliorey of the Bridgton News or
the State Chat editor of the Lew
iston Journal call beat that lon
gevity record.
*

Must take an old, oldtimer to re
member when Tillson avenue was
called Steamboat street. But it
must have been so. for an old
The Black Cat columnist of The
newspaper advertises the Thorn
Courier-Gazette, whom we follow
dike Hotel as located/ at the comer
with a good deal of interest, doesn’t
of Main and Steamboat Streets.
like the way some of the commen
tators pronounce these foreign
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
names over the radio. As for us we
haven’t the least idea whether they
If I had m.v life to live again I
are pronouncing, them correctly or would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
not, but we rather admire the least once a week. The loss of these
is a loss of happiness.—Char lei
courage they have at making a. stab tastes
Darwin.
at the pronunciations without bat
ting an eyebrow. Sevastopol is one I CANNOT THINK OF THEM AS DEAD
think of them as dead
of the names that grates on the I cannot
Who walk with me no more;
sensitive nerves of the Rockland Along the path of life I tread
They have but gone before.
columnist, but we haven’t seen
The Father's home Is mansloned fair.
where he objects to the new pro
Beyond my vision dim;
are His. and. here or there.
nunciation of (Caribbean . When the AllAresouls
Jiving unto Him.
radio first came jnto such general And still the silent ministry
use a womoni in our neighbor
Within my heart hath place.
when on eaith they walked with me
hood, also objected to the way some AsAnd
met me face to face.
of the announcers pronounced cer Their lives are made forever mine
What they to me have been
tain words which she had always
Hath left henceforth Its seal and sign
pronounced differently. She said:
Engraven deep within.
“You hear the queerest ‘pro-noun- Mine are they /by an ownership
time nor death can free;
ciations’ over the radio.” But up ForNorGod
hath given to Love to keep
Its own eternally.
here in Maine we have some com
----- from War Cry
mon names of places which puzzle
the commentators. Saco seems to
bother them the most, but when
they come to Piscataquis they just
slur it over and do not even make
I ROCKLAND ■ >
an attempt to pronounce it, unless
they happn to know Maine—Bridg
LAST TIMES TODAY
ton News.
Everybody is raving about its
But my pet aversion is the news
unforgetable truth
caster who persists in calling Wilhelmshaven "William-Shaven. He’s
YOU’ve Got To
a bit worse than the announcer who
continues to pronounce the word
SEE It To
"schedule” as if it were spelled
sched-ual, or the one who tells
BELIEVE It!
about a respondent being "ar
ranged” in court.

PARK

South Thomaston’s a nice town

Full or Part Time
Apply at

FORSALE

Endicott-Johnson
Shoe Store

466 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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Onni Kangas And Arlene Acting Retired Justice William H. Fisher Is Again
Fickett Rate Highest
Nearly 300 Present At Elks Services-Roy Knott C. Rankin And Ardrey E. Orff Move Up
Presiding
Marks In R. H. S.
With George B. Wood’s Resignation
Fernald The Principal Speaker
Superior Court for Knox County
Onni Kangas. with average rank
The resignation of George B.
Rockland Lodge of Elks, of which are still active. Several past exalt
Wood
as president and director of
^Charles H. McIntosh is exalted rul ed rulers were recognized, includ
the Rockland-Rockport Limp Co..
er burned Its mortgage at a spec ing Charles M. Richardson, P. E. R., Inc., as announced in part of
ial meeting held Friday night at of Waterville Lodge and George W. Friday's edition, became effective
*
which there was an attendance of Bachelder, charter member and P. yesterday.
Mr. Wood is retiring from active
300, including many visitors from E R., of Rockland Lodge. John H. business interests although for the
ether lodges in the State and guests McGrath was present during the present will continue to act as
evening, greeting 4iis many friends. President and a Director of the
of members.
Roy L Fernald of Winterport,
Valley Lime Company, Inc.,
Those having a part in the burn candidate for the Republican nom Hoosac
of Adams, yass. He Is being re
ing of the mortgage were; Dr. ination for Governor, and a mem tained by the Rockland-Rockport
Blake B Annis, P. E. R., and chair ber of the Bangor Lodge of Elks, Lime Co., Inc. in an advisory capa
man of the trustees; Robert G. was guest speaker. He said in part: city.
Brewer, P. E. R., and chairman of
At a meeting of the ixiard of
"Americanism and Fraternalism
the entertainment committee; Wil are two issues to which all patriot directors held in Portland April 27
liam Sansom,
treasurer; Judge ic American citizens can fully sub Knott C. Rankin was elected presi.
Elisha W. Pike, P. E. R., and master scribe. They are absolutely in dent and Ardrey K. Orff was elect
ceremonies; Percy L. McPhee, P. separable; so alike in fundamentals ed president of the Rock landRockport Lime Co., Inc.
R. Joseph Soffayer, P. E. R., and and principles as to make a perfect
Mr. Wood first came to Rock
chairman of the busy house alloy, blending into one Loyaltly, land as general superintendent of
committee; Joshua N. Southard, .Ideals, Reverence and Patriotism: the Rockland-Rockport Lime Co..
secretary, and Ernest C. Stepson J
tp
principles
D,moc. Inc in July 1911. He was elected
P. E R. of the Waterville L»d««. racy, to
ideals, to tuU ap- president of the corporation in
1917, and has held that office con
one of the speakers.
preciation of opportunities afforded
Judge Pike, stating that the lead to respect for law and order to rich tinually until his retirement at
George B. Wood
ing principle of the order was and poor alike, to such foresight this time.
Mr. Rankin entered the employ
charity, gave a brief sketch of
and courage as actuated lives of of the Rockland-Rockport Lime Co.. tivities of his father, the late Ed
Rockland Lodge, which was chart such men as Washington, Jefferson Inc. in 1908. He was appointed ward E. Rankin, and Ijis grand
ered in 1906 with 51 members. Of Franklin and Lincoln.
superintendent of the Rockport father, Knott C. Rankin, who first
these charter members, 40 are de
"Americanism in its fullest sense plant in 1913, Superintendent of burned lime in Rockland in 1850.
the Limerock Railroad Company |
Ardrey Orff entered the employ
ceased and at present only three
pre-supposes a free people in a free in 1919. Mr. Rankin was appointed of the Company in 1913. He was
country where all shall have an general superintendent of the Rock appointed auditor in 1919, treas
equal
chance, the chance to wor land-Rockport Lime Co., in 1928, I urer in 1938, and was elected
PUBLIC SUPPER
as we choose, to educate our and was elected vice president of. treasurer of the corporation in
A St. Peter’s Undercroft ship
January 1939.
children so to better equip them for the corporation in 1937.
Thursday, May 4, 6 P. M. the tasks ahead, to harbor such
Tomato Juice, Roast Pork, Vege idologies as will inspire us to live vails; where predjudice, ignorance during the past year, stating that 27
tables, Apple Pie, Cheese. 75 cents for, to right for and even die for hate, bitterness, selfishness, every members had been initiated in that
J O'Ur country in time of national dan greed, suspicion and fear are ab time.
ger from without or from within.
sent, leaving our minds free to thing
Folow’ing the ceremonies, Chair
This, I say. is genuine Americanism • I
of
and
act
towards
the
better
things
man Robert G, Brewer, presented
FOR SALE
"Fratemilism is so closely inter
of
life.
Fraternalism
is
a
shining
the follcwing entertainers, who gave
woven into the fabrics of American
FRANK KENNEDY
ism that each really becomes part star that will ewentually lead our a hour’s show of high merit; Bar
COTTAGE
of the other welded into one com country to a better understanding bara Renee, mistress of ceremonies
4 Acres, Blueberries and pact unify or entity. One cannot be of its needs and social problems. and vocalist; Betty O’Brien, Bos
Spruces on shore at Cole a good fraternalist without at the Fraternalism extends not only sym ton Cow-Girl, guitar and yodeling;
man’s Pond. Spring, good ! same time being a good American. pathy, but substance to the weak, Bob Freed, specialty act including
water, garage, etc. All fur Fraternalism 'begets Christianity underpriviliged and unfortunate imitations; Billy Walsh, comedy
nished. Call 370, Francis where tolerance, honesty, kindli who recognize the brotherhood of sketch, and James Skelton, baritone
formerly known as The Blackbird of
ness. charity faith and hope pre all mankind.”
Havener for particulars.
! Mr. Simpson of the Waterville Broadway. Wynn Danielson was
vail.
The
Christian
doctrine
that
35tf
‘we are our brother's keeper’ pre- Lodge, gave a stirring address on accompanist for the group.
'the principles of the Order and dis
Dancing, to the music of Billy
cussed some of the problems aris Dean’s orchestra, followed the en
ing out of the war and plans for the tertainment program. Buffet lunch
post-war period. Percy L. McPhee during the afternoon and evening
dramatically presented the Elks' was in charge of the house commit
"Tribute to the Flag.” P. E. R., tee.
Gilford B Butler spoke briefly of
But War Bonds and Stamp*
the progress of the Lodge matters

TUESDAY
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1938

CHEVROLET TRUCK

CARL BORGERSON
100 PARK STREET

Plumbing and

MASURY
PAINTS

Steel Pipe and Fittings,

We Have a Complete Stock of

Boilers, Furnaces, Blower Units

»

PAINTS

-

OHS,

Heating
Soil Pipe and Fittings
30x30 Shower Cabinets

•

-

VARNISHES

Closets, Lavatories, China Sinks, 03
Burners for Replacement

Which, while they last, we offer at Pre-War Prices

FRANK J. WILEY GRAIN STORE
PHONE 475 - CAMDEN

Burks Water Pumps
THE PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.
485 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 744
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BUYING SOMETHING CHEAP
to Save Money is like
. Turning Back the Clock
to Save Time
h TRINITYLE floor costs no more over
the years than cheap felt base floor cov

ering. Easy to keep clean, easy to walk on
and easy on your budget.
Call for free estimates—21 colors to

choose from.
TRINIDAD WAREHOUSE STORE
466 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

WANTED

SHIPPING ROOM CLERK
Year Round Employment

John Bird Co.
54 Sea Street, Rockland

PLUS SHORTS — NEWS

FARM FOR SALE
Fight, room house, good repair, 25’ living room recently added.
Bam 34x36 with new roof. Two wells, one spring fed, garden
tool shop 14x18. attractively landscaped with fir. pine and cedar.
About 35 acres total. 5 acres blueberries, burned over last year,
5 acres hay, 5 acres garden and 20 acres of pine timber. Some
hardwoods and possibly a carload of pulpwood. No waste land.
Borders 15 square miles of old game reserve now epen for hunt
ing. Four trout streams within three minutes walk from house.
Seven minutes to Thomaston bj- auto. Lumber, pulpwood and
blueberries would pay for most of the asking price. Telephone
owner Rockland, 865M.

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

And many nations shall come,
and say. Ccmc, and let us go to the
mountain of the Lord, and to the
house of the God of Jacob,; and he
will teach us of his ways, and we
will walk in his paths.—Micah 4 2.

Book Review
This Ls My Brother; author, (Louis
Paul. Crown Publishers, New York
We have in this book of a great
adventure, the story of the soul of a
soldier in spiritual quest as he
awaits death at the hand of the
Japs Cruel and evil. The dramatic
telling of this story when anguish
and courage fought for the upper
hand, is nothing less than brilliant.
In so few words, a great tale is por
trayed to carry in one’s heart for a
long time.
Four American soldiers are con
demned to death when captured by
the Japs. They are called spies and
entombed in a galvinized iron jail
room, with one small window high
up so they had to stand on a box to
see the stars, their one and only
comfort.
'
The author, with brilliant mind,
holds it from breaking by the con
stant use of his pen. He writes for
this only, feeling sure he awaits
death.
This is a small book, holding a
key to what is happening to the Al
lies who are made prisoners of the
evil Japs.
k. S. F.

FARM RADIO
BATTERIES
m Volt A, 90 Volt B Packs
$6.25 at our store
$6.50 prepaid anywhere in Me.

House-Sherman, Inc.

ROCKLAND, ME. 25-tf

WORKING FOR VICTORY

•fle and Mediterranian Theatres of
war.

Albert Watts. Jr., son of Albert
Watts
and grandson of the late
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Capt. Samuel Watts, enlisted In the
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Merchant Marine in 1942. Trained
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
at the Merchant Marine Academy,
foA W**"
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
Great
Neck. Long Island—from
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
their
went
into active duty—where
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
he
earned
his
ribbons. Not satisfied
Advertising rates based upon circulation and veiy reasonable.
with this progress he entered the
.Merchant Marine Academy in San
[EDITORIAL]
'Mater, California for further study.
! We are pleased to congratulate him
“A regrettable and cclcssal blunder” is
what David Lawrence called the Mcnton his new’ rating, Ensign in Naval
CALLS IT
gomeiy Ward affair. and the columnist is
“COLOSSAL
Reserve.
not given to making rash charges which
Albert is once more off on active
BLUNDER”
do not have a substantial backing. He
duty, we know net where—but
X»
says:
some day we will receive another
“If seizure of Montgomery
cablegram saying: “arrived safe.
Two Kuox County girls have Smith, sen cf Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
dent Roosevelt has the right to seize every newspaper and
All Is well. Albert.”
lately
enrolled in the WAVES— Smith of Thomaston, may be ob- >
ft ft ft ft
magazine and every ether business which refuses to grant
Eleanor D. Moran of 62 Beech- tained from his parents
‘‘maintenance of membership” clauses in contracts with labor
Allied Force Headquarters, Med
wood street, Thomaston. and ;
* * • •
unions. The P.esident has made a colossal blunder. It will
Ruth
Marie
Johnson
of
Rockland
j
Word
has
(been
received by Mr. iterranean Theatre—Cable com
not injure him politically but it will bring about the amend
munication from Italy to the out
Miss Mcran, 35, is a daughter of an^ Mrs Ernest Payson, Sr., at
ment of the price control law and the wage and salary
Pleasantville of the arrival over side world1 after the fall cf Naples
I Mrs. Geneva Moran. She is a
stabilization act so that the powers hitherto exercised will
was made possible through the ef
| graduate of Thomaston High seas. (Atlantic) cf their son, Pvt.
be sharply curtailed.
forts of a Signal Service Company
1 School where her activities in Llewellyn L. Payson.
“The episode is most regrettable from the standpoint of the
which
had been organized for this
• • • •
cluded the Orchestra and Glee
administration because the attorney general's opinion is word
type
of
work. Personnel of this
Club. She has been employed as Pfc. Richard K. Havener, who
ed so as to endeavor to establish the supreme right of the
unit,
unique
for its many accom
sewing machine operator. Read has been visiting his parents, Mr. plishments in the Mediterranean,
President to act as dictator.
ing and music are her hetbies and and Mrs. Francis E. Havener, Sr.,
What the attorney general has said will astound the na
was rushed to Italy shortly followshe is used to caring for sick peo left yesterday for return to Camp
tion. It means that there is no constitutional protection any
ple. A brother, Leland V. Moran Polk.La. On his way he will visit ing the invasion to undo the sabmore—the President can do as he pleases. There is no reason
his sister, Mrs. John C. Worley and oitage the Germans had' wrought
is in the Coast Guard.
new why he cannot order anybody to do as the administra
upon the communication system cf
Miss Johnson, 20, is a daughter his brother, Francis E. Havener, Jr.,
tion directs and use the flimsy pretext that the war powers he
the Europe mainland.
cf Mr... and Mrs. Ernest F. H. in Columbus, Ohio.
holds gives the authority to back him up.”
This Signal Service unit is com
•
ft
ft
•
Johnson of 25 James street and
manded by Captain Edward E.
The
address
of
Sherwood
Lee
in Rockland High School was
When Gen. Douglas MacArthur deliver
Moran, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
president
of the Home Economics Wotton, recently changed, may be
ed Sunday his ultimatum in regard to the
Mac ARTHUR
Moran, Augusta, Georgia. Under
obtained
from
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Club. She fias been employed as
Presidency it left in its trail thousands of
IS RIGHT
his
supervision teletyping systems
Mrs.
Edmund
A
Wotton
of
Ingra

stenographer, clerk and cashier.
flabbergasted and wculd-be supporters.
IF LATE
are
installed; maintained, and op
ham
’
s
Hill.
ft ft ft •
Gen. MacArthur declared unequivocally
• • • •
erated,
as are the switchboards for
William K. Ripley, S2c, son of
that he “is not a candidate for the Presidency of the United
Rockland friends will be inter the Allied Force Headquarters in
Mr. and Mrs. Osborn Ripley, Rock
States and would not accept the nomination if it were of
ested to learn that Pvt. James T. Italy and Africa. Over these tele
land, has finished his boot training
fered him.” “ I do not covet it, nor would I accept it,” he
Allen has arrived in England. His types go coded messages not only
at New York and is now training at
added. This repudiation of the well meaning efforts of his
address may be obtained from his ■within the Mediterranean Theatre,
a
radio school. His address is; Na
friends and admirers is not only extremely disappointing to
wife ct his mother.
but also to other theatres of war
val Training Radio School, 15-44,
• ft ft •
their hopes, but Mill impress the average person as a bit
and to Washington. A member of
Hollidayburg, Pa.
Aviation Cadet Richard S. Brown this service is Pfc. Edwin H. Tyler
tardy, as Gen. MacArthur cannot fail to have known for
• ft * ft
ninths that there was such a movement afoot, and that it
or. 15-days’ convalescent leave, is
of South Thomaston.
William
Chadburn
cf
the
U.
S.
visiting his parents, (Mr. and Mrs.
had such substantial and earnest backers as Senator Arthur
• ft ft ft
Merchant Marine, came Sunday for Nestor s. Brown c,f Rockland. Ca
Vandenburg. The rejection comes now at a time when it is “all
£gt Oscar W. Chapman of 84
a visit with his mother, Mrs. Mary det Brown traveled on a naval
over but the shouting.” Aside from MacArthur’s disinclina
Washington
Street, Camden, son of
A Robbins of Camden street, Rock transport plane from the US. na
tion to run, the thing spelled his doom as a potential
Mrs.
Harry
W
Chapman, a mem
land. Mr. Chadburn. who has not val Air Ssation at Olathe, Kansas,
candidate was the fact that he is in the thick of the fight in
ber
of
the
Air
Base
Unit at Paine
been home since January, recently to New York, making the trip from
the South Pacific, and the citizens cf the United States did
returned from a trip to the South his station to Rockland in 28 hours. Fieldi, (Everett, Washington, has
not look with favor upon his withdrawal for any purpose—
been awarded a Good Conduct
Pacific.
• ft ft ft
not even the Presidency. His pronouncement on Sunday was
Medal.
The award, limited to en
*
ft
*
ft
Sgt. Albert Emery, son of Charles
a wise one, 4ven if belated, and leaves the field free for Gov.
listed
men,
was formerly given only
Corp. Alderverd Robbins of Camp A. Emery cf Rockland, employed in
Dewey or anybody else who can win the convention’s favor.
after
three
years cf continuous en
Swift. Texas.,, is visiting his moth the finance office of the Army Air
er, Mrs. Frances Robbins of Apple- Corps at Smyrna. Tenn., is visit listed service, but is now given alter
Although there are three candidates
a year’s continuous war service as
ton and his many friends. He re ing at his home in Rockland.
WILL STEP ON for the Republican gubemational nominaan enlisted man. To win this
•
•
•
*
turns to his duties today.
POLITTCAL
tion and the Primary election is only seven
meted, the soldier must have shown
•
ft • •
Fort
Oglethorpe,
Georgia,
April
GAS
weeks away the contest appears not to have
exemplary behavior, efficiency and
Charles
S.
Swett,
employed
at
25:
—
been functioning actively cn all three cylin
Sim’s Lobster Bar, has received a
I would like to know what is the fidelity. The ribbon of the medal
ders. Horace A. Hildreth of Cumberland and Roy L. Femald
V-mail
from
Sgt.
Hoyt
G.
Emery
of
matter with people back in Maine, is scarlet with three white vertical
of Winterport are waging the intensest sort of a campaign,
Rockland,
dated
April
21
and
writ

that they can’t write anyone after stripes at each side.
with oratory, letters and political advertising, but the pas
ten from somewhere in North Af they go into service. What do they,
sive fight being made by F. Ardine Richardson of Strong is
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
rica. Hoyt wrote in part, “Well just forget those people just exist?
in such marked contrast as to give some color to the wide
chum,
who
in
----do
you
suppose
Come
on
folks
break
over
and
write
spread report that he might quit the field. Recognizing this
I ran into last night in tewn? even if its only a few lines. It gets
fact friends cf Mr. Richardson recently had a heart to heart
None other than Albert Huntley. real lonesome when your so far
talk with him, in which he was told what makes the mare
Boy did we do some talking about away, and when mail call comes
go, and how its use in an election campaign, up to a certain
this and that. It really seemed around and no mail, well put your
extent, i9 very necessary, and amply justified. Also that a
good to meet someone from home. self in my place, and how would
campaign must rely upon something beside oratory and
in a reAPor
One day last week I met Edgar you feel huh?
the excellent reputation which the former State Grange
Robbins’ brother. Bill. It seems
Master enjoys. And the Maine voters may lock for a speed-up.
Pvt. Priscilla M. costa
funrty that I should meet two of
A-1CO5C3 Co., 6. 21st. Reg.
the home town boys in less than a
3rd WAC Training Center
The Republican State Committee has
week.”
Fort Oglethorps, Georgia.
MORTON’S
shown commendable judgment in re-elect
•
ft ft ft
ft * ft ft
SECOND
ing as its chairman Lloyd B. Morton, the
Pvt. Carl Peters of Thomaston,
UjSN.R. Kenneth A Hboper, PhM
TERM
former Washington resident; also in nam
has
arrived
in
England.
His,
ad

3c
having completed a special course
ing Mrs E. May Chapman of Belfast as vice
dress
may
be
obtained
from
his
at
St. Elizabeths Hospital, Wash
chairman. Both have proven their worth as intelligent and
mother,
Mrs.
Susie
Peters.
Wads

ington.
D. C, has received a Neurosuccessful party workers. “Our first job as Republicans.”
worth
street,
Thomaston.
psychiatrie
Technologist Certificate.
Chairman Morton told his colleagues, "is to win the war, and
• ft ft ft
He
spent
the
week-end at his home
we believe that a change in administration in Washington
Pvt.
Avis
Maloney,
WAC
of
War

here
and
left
Monday to take up
will w’in it mere quickly and get our boys home sooner The im
ren
has
been
transferred
from
Fort
new
duties
at
The Great Lakes,
portant thing is not merely to win an election but to return to
Oglethorpe,
Ga.,
where
she
received
Naval
Hospital.
good government and put the country back in the hands of
her basic training, to New Hamp
• • • •
the people.” And how could the situation be sized up more
ptjff-L
shire,
her
address.
Pvt.
Avis
M.
Ma

Another
quiet
and unassuming
truthfully or tersely?
loney. A-100. 443, WAC Detachment, St. George boy has been off to the
Grenier Field, Manchester, N. H.
wars and home again. Only after
A5K FOR THE DBIDNG YELLOW
• * ft ft
he is once more off to active duty
Pfc. Herbert Moon of Portland do we find that he is the holder of PACKAGE AT YOUR GROCERS-TODAY
Harbor Dewenses has been guest of three Service Ribbons—having had
Of LAW0, POTTER ft CO.,INC.. BOSTON, MAS5.
his mother Mrs. Augusta Moon at active service in the Atlantic, PaciWarren. while on furlough. A family |--------- »-------------------------------------dinner party was held at the Moon
home recently, while Pfc. Pendle
ton was at home, and included his
Mrs. Moon his sister, brother in
law, and family of Rockland, Mr.
YES, WE ARE!
and Mrs. William Harvey of Rock
land. Miss Elma Moon, and Herbert
If interested in setting your car, fill out
Moon.
TWICE-A-WEEK

,
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A “Swell” Launching

U. S. S. Rockland Victory
Goes Overboard On The
West Coast
Late Saturday night the editor
of The Courier-Gazette received
the following brief, but significant
telegram:
Portland, Oregon. April 29
The UEB Rockland Victory took
the water at 1C5 p. m. Swell
launching. Will write.
E L. Cox
Thus in 15 words. Edwin L. Cox.
former Rockland citizen told of a
West Coast event which cannot
fail to add the prestige of Rock
land. Me. The full story of the
launching awaits the arrival of Mr.
Cox's letter.
Read on that occasion was the
telegram from Mayer Edward R
Veazie. sent to Hal Babbitt, Di
rector of Public Relations, Oregon
Shipbuilding Co., Portland, Ore
gon:
All cf cur citizens join in
wannest greetings and best
wishes to the officers, men and
builders and ” to our former
neighbors and friends now re
siding in or near Portland, on
the occasion of the launching of
the .ship,” Rockland Victory.”
We are veryi proud that a ship
bearing the name of our City
will be a pait cf that great fleet
which is carrying material to our
fighting men on the battlefronts
ctf the world.
From the U. S. Maritime Com
mission in Washington is the fol

lowing relating) to the type of Vic
tory ships which the no wRock-.
land represents:
* *
"Stepping up the war against the
Axis called for stepping up the
■ ships, and here is the Maritime
Commission's answer—the first of
, over 303 Victory Ships scheduled
• for cur wartime Merchant Fleet.
“Adapted to the same mass proI duction methods which built some
2300 Liberty Ships since Pearl
I Harbor, the new vessel was first
put into production in the Fall of
1943
First delivery was made
Feb. 29. 1944
“The Victory Ship does not
place the Liberty—with the same'
cargo capacity the Victory adds
greater power and1 speed. Its mod
em, steam turbine-gear propulsion
machinery of 8500 h.p develops 17
knots or more, against the 11 knots
made by the Liberty Ship with 2500
h p. reciprocating steam engines.
This difference in power and speed
alone makes the Victory Ship a
vital contribution for war service
and promises an equally effective
vessel for peacetime commerce.”

TALK OF
•

May 2-3-4—C<
tfcan Conference
May 4 Annua
Club. In Warren
May 4—Annu(
Commandery of
May 7—Chur.
Group for peace
May 714 Natl
May 12 Mi
meets In August
May 14—Mo the
May 17—Police
munlty Bulldlnv
May 25-27 An
Maine Federate
Rockland.
May 29—Klwanl
at Community £
June 12-14—Gri
public Conventlo
June 15—Roc]
Graduation.
June 19-State
June 22-23—Na
June 23-25—De
of the Amerlcai
chard Beach.
June 27—Annv
Maine Medical
land.

Deputy 61ieri
ster is court crit
iff Arthur D F
the grand jury

LULLABY
(For The Courier-Gazette J
Lullaby. Darling, ’fcis time for slecrw*A
Night winds are crooning an evenb^
song,
BirdJlngs a'nd butterflies are at rest
Cuddle. my darling, close to my
breast.
Sleep will come quickly, angels are
near.
Chanting a lullaby tor mcmle’s dear.
Sleep, little lambkin, eyes closed for
rest
Dream, precious baby, in your cozy
nest.
Guarded by love that is heaven blesesd.
Sleep, little lambkin, sleep and rest.
Kathleen S6. Fuller
Rockland.

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

THANKS

could hide inside
this newspaper
And that you send it over
seas where ever “he” is
fighting.
We’d like to pep him up

with a short style talk . . .
and don't think he
wouldn’t like to hear about
the new sport clothes that
he hopes he is wearing this

time next year.

A storeful of fine sport
clothes awaits the day
they have

Hitler

on

hanger.

SPORT CLOTHES
$13.50 to $18.50

NEW ACCOUNTS

SPORT SLACKS

$4.00 to $10.00
SPORT SHIRTS
$1.50 to $5.00
If you wish a smooth, clean
shave buy Personna Blades.
They are made from premium
quality Swedish steel, rigidly
inspected in each of the 17
manufacturing processes. They’re
slow run, leather stropped and
hollow ground.

$1.00 for package of 10

Our banking facilities are being
used by more people than ever
before, but our welcome to new
friends is as cordial as ever.
You need the service and pro
tection which this bank has to offer.
Come in. Let us work with you for
your greater success in the days
ahead.

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST

COMPANY

ROCKLAND. CAMDEN, UNION. VINALIIAVEN

GREGORY'S
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Pilot Officer. George A. Bishcp. of
the RCAF, Summerside P.E.I. is
spending a furlough in Warren with
his parents, Rev. and Mrs. A S.
Bishop.
’
ft ft • ft
Pvt. Winfield L. Chatto, who has
been stationed at Fort Jackson, SC.,
the past three weeks, is visiting at
his home in Rockland.
• • • •
The new address of Pfc. Milton
!
•
—!

Miss Ruth A.
at the High Sell
clerk at the Ses

S. Newton BI
been spending tl
sota Beach, Fla
for his Summ<
Clyde. The Bro
been widely res
ten with the pen
had newspaper

King Hiram's
holds its Spring
day. The degree
lect Master will
the the 6 30 bai
Igree of Super
will be confer:
(Tt is hoped to hl
immediately aPte
a patrol drill
work.
'

for

You do someone a real favor when you stay

men's calls get through quicker.

CA
*

ALAN

The soldiers and sailors — their*folks back
home — and the telephone company are all
grateful for your help.

ATTORN!
OFFICES IN

21 Limerock
Opposite th

So tonight and every night, "give seven to
ten to the service men.'' That's about the best
time they have to call.

Clinton

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE ft TELEGRAPH CO.
model

OPTOI
/j

Has opened
rating

J1

mileage

492 OLD C<
ROCKLi
Hours 2 to 5
MONDAY, WE

condition of tires

USED CARS

Now Get Extra
Gasoline Mileage

7617-975- E State St.. Wauwatosa
(13) Wisconsin, are offering a
Vacu-matic free to anybody who
will install it on their car and help
introduce it to others. Write them
today cr just send your name and
address on a penny post card.

.34 Rawson

off Long Distance lines from 7 to 10 at night.
When a lot of people do that, a lot of service

I own.................................................................

Rationed Motorists

All over the country, thousands of j
j rationed car owners, truck fleets,
taxi cabs, motorcycles and tractor
owners report gasoline savings up
to 30%. These people have been en' joying extra gasoline mileage bv
installing a Vacu-matic to their
carburetor This new device is en
tirely automatic. Nothing to regu
late or adjust and can be installed
in 10 minutes. The Vacu-matic Co,

the

boys a break

I am interested in selling my car.

make

Dr. Donald E.
sent from his <
Sunday.—adv.
Beano GAR
(May 4, 730 p.

and mail the Form below to us
’38 to ’42 Inclusive

year

Name

1936
1937
1939
1940
1938

. a.................

Street and Number
City................................

DODGE PICK-UP
FORD CONVERTIBLE5-Pass. Coupe $150
OLDSMOBILE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $695
CHEVROLET, CLUBCOUPE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $950
OLDSMOBILE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $550
OPEN SUNDAYS

Tel.

WALDOBORO, ME.
25-40

Richard Kinney,
61 Park St., Rockland

I
■1*1 >

LINK’S TRAILER SALES

HAROLD C RALPH
TELEPHONE 170,

SATl
PHON!

BOUGHT AND SOLD

radio

heater
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TALK OF THE TOWN

May 2-3 4—Congregational Chris
tian Conference at Bangor.
May 4 Annual meeting of Woman’s
Club. In Warren.
May 4—Annual Conclave, Grand
Commandery of Maine, at Portland.
May 7—Church Women's Study
Group for peace.
May 7-14—National Music Week.
May 12- Maine Press Association
meets In Augusta.
May 14—Mother's Day.
May 17—Police benefit ball, Com
munity Building.
May 25-27—Annual Convention of
Maine Federation of Music Clubs, at
Rockland.
May 29—KtwanLs Club Benefit Dance
at Community Bldg.
June 12 14—Grand Army of the Re
public Convention. Augusta
\
June 15—Rockland High School
Graduation.
June 19State Primary Electlort,
June 22-23—National Hospital Days.
June 23-25—Department Convention
of the American legion at Old Or
chard Beach.
June 27—Annual meeting of the
Maine Medical AseoclatloA In Rock
land.

Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Web
ster is court crier, and Deputy Sher
iff Arthur D Fish is in charge of
the grand jury.

School baseball this afternoon,
Rockland at Camden; Rockport at
Thomaston. Games called at 4
o’clock.

An entertainment too good to be
lost in single performance was the
universal verdict in regard to the
show recently staged by Snow Ship
yards at the Community Building.
So it is to be repeated there one
week from tonight for the benifit of
the Red. Cross and Salvation Army,
followed by dancing from 10 to 12.
The affair was elaborately reported
in these columns after the initial
performance.

A HANDSOME LEGACY
The Congregational Church
was made very happy this wee?,
by receipt of information that it
was handsomely remembered in
the will cf the late Arthur L.
Torrey of Elgin, Ills. Mr. Torrey
bequeathed $11,009 to the benev
olent fund of that Church in
recognition of his faimly's long
and active connection with that
institution. His brother, the
Tate George E. Torrey was for
many years a singer in the
choir.

Commencing at 11 a .m., Sunday
the fire department was kept busy
fighting grass fires and one fire
caused by an overheatd stove. Only
small damage resulted from the
string of six fires. The first call
was for a grass fire at Fred Blackingiton's cottage. West iRockport:
at 3 25 p. m. the department went
to the Amelia Ross place at Owl's
Head for a grass fire; at 4.20 p. m.,
f.et.'kland joined Thomaston in
fighting a grass fire down Butter
milk lane; at 7 p. m., there was a
g-vass fire at Mrs. HazetMartm's
place rt 120 Thomaston street; at
7 30 p. m., blazing wood thrown
from stove at home of Doris
Whitehouse, Donohue place, caught
a wcod pile on fire, and at 9.50 a.
m the re was small damage to hen
house, starting from grass fire at
Cleveland Sleeper's, Talbot avenue

Glenn A. Lawrence, owner and
manager of the Belfast Packing
Company, has been appointed head
cf the Belfast Ration Board, suc
ceeding James O. Fenner who re
signed to accept his present post as
City Manager.
More Talk of the Town on Page 6.

Anderson Auxiliary, Sons of Union
BORN
Veterans, will have a public supper
Richardson—At PortUrnd, April 29. to
at 6 Wednesdayfi followed by meet Mr. and Mrs. Gordon A. Richardson
Stonington, a daughter—Betsy
ing at 7.30. All officers should be of
Barter.
present for a drill session.
'Neild—At Vlnal Maternity Home,
April 30. to Mr. and Mrs. Howard D.
iNelld. a daughter—Mary Ann.
Miss Mary M. Flynn of Bangor,
Uavis—At Vinal Maternity Home,
28. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward D.
who has been assistant supervisor April
Davis, a daughter Ronald Herbert.

at the Caribou office of the Depart
ment of Healt hand Welfare, com
menced new dutis of a similar na
ture at the department’s office in
Rockland yesterday. Miss Flynn
sucoeds Miss Marceleine Conley,
who has bee ntransferred to Ban
gor.

MARRIED

Jacobs-Nichols—At Pine Bluff. Ark.,
April 29. Roy A. Jacobs, of Southwest
Harbor and Ruth J. Nichols of RocKland.
VVetherell-deFazzie—At Deland. Fla.,
March 30, Angela de Fazzle and Carle
ton David Wethereill.
Annis-Staples—At Rockland. April 30.
Dr. Blake B Annls and Eugenia M.
Staples, both of Rockland—by Rev.
Alfred G. Hempstead.
Miss Ruth A. McMahon, a senior
Mcbeod-Staples—At Rockland. April
30, Harold McLeod, sand Frances E.
nt the High School is employed as Staples,
both of Portland.
Anderson-Webell—At Penacook, N.
clerk at the Sears’ Order Office.
H.. June 23, Walter W. Anderson of
Penacook and June Lllyan Webel of
S. Newton Bioadbent who has Rockland.

been spending the Winter at Sara
sota Beach, Fla., leavevs this week
for his Summer home at Port
Clyde. The Broadibent lettrs have
been widely read and were writ
ten with the pen of a man who has
had newspaper experience.

DIED
Stone—At Bath, April 25, James W.
Stone. Jr., infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Stone (Marilan Goodwin)
of Owl's Head, age 3 months, 19 days.
Interment in Thomaston.
Dyer—At Rockland. April 29. Avery
W. Dyer, of North Haven, age 69 years,
3 months. 12 days. Funeral Tuesday
afternoon from the residence. Inter
ment In Fuller cemetery.
McKay—At Owl's Head. April 28. En
sign Kenneth C. McKay, cf Fargo, N
D.. age 22 years.
Felch—At Whitinsville, Mass.. April
21. Mabel Brown Felch, formerly of
South Thomaston.
Keene—At Appleton. April 29, Mabelie V., wife of Ormond T. Keene, ags
55 years, 20 days.

King Hiram’s Council, RjSM.,
holds its Spring work assembly Fri
day. The degrees of Royal and Se
lect Master will be conferred before
the the 6 30 banquet and the de
cree of Super Excellent Master
win be conferred in the evening.
(Tt is hoped to have a band concert
IN MEMORIAM
In fond and loving memory of Bar
Immediately after the banquet and
bara C. Marshall who died April 27,
a patrol drill during the degree 1937.
work.
*
Somewhere beyond the sunset
Dr. Donald E. Haskell will be ab
sent from his office Saturday and
Sunday.—adv.

Where loveliness never dies.
She lives in the land of glory
With the blue and gold of the skies.
Gone but not forgotten by her chil
dren. Olive Gilman, Jennie Howard.
Rosie Pickering, William Andrews.

A roast pork supper will be
Beano GAB. hall Thursday,
(May 4, 730 p. m.
'
35* It served at 6 p. m. May 4 at St. Pet
er s Undercroft, auspices Woman’s
Auxiliary. Public invited.—adv.

BAIT

Earle Dyer

hen you stay

34 Rawson Ave. Tel. 2550
CAMDEN
35*36

10 at night,
lot of service

?ir*folks back

ALAN L. BIRD

pany are all

ATTORNEY AT LAW

21 Limerock St., Rockland
Opposite the Post Office

22-tf

Clinton F. Thomas

LIGRAPH CO.

OPTOMETRIST
Has opened an office for
Fitting Glasses at

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M

jD

81-tf

ass. Coupe $150
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. $695
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. $950
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. $550

BURPEE

Funeral Home
TELS. S90—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME

SALES
nager

Tel. 1266

»-w

‘ Ambulance Service

One waitress and one cook want
ed (either order or pastry cook);
good pay for right party. Any ppi son who drinks intoxicating liquor
please don’t apply.
Call Park
Street Lunch, 838-R.
30-tf
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

OFFICES IN NEW LOCATION

'give seven to
ibout the best
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SALESGIRL wanted. Whole or part
time, with someknowledge of typing.
Apply CRIE GIFT SHOP. 470 Male
St
1
,
35-36
CONVERTIBLE baby carriage want
ed. TEL. CAMDEN 8223 .
35*lt
NINE-Ptece walnut dining room set
for sale, bedroom set. single bed with
new Inn erep ring mattress, miscellane
ous furniture, radio and dishes. Call
13 DUNN ST., Thomaston or TEL. 153.
____________________________ 35*36
SEEDLINGS for saie. flowers and
vegetables.
FRANK DRINKWATER.
106 Mechanic Et., Camden.
35-38

TAXI SERVICE
PHONE 1142
2 5 Park St.,

Rockland, Me.
27-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

to study mathematics, electricity,
blame them either. Somebody is
Hopkins
New
Head
High
School
Boys
radio and shop practice.
going to run such a place and why
The rating of Radio Technician
not they. Nevertheless it is taking
advantage of a war-given chance to Elected President Of The Are Urgently Needed By Third Class will be given to fhos®
successfully complete the
I prey on lonesome and bored men
Navy For Radio Techni who
Knox County U. Of M.
Out In Great Salt Desert Lt. Reed Tries His I but the men would be darn unhappy
Primary course. Then, after five
Alumni Association
cians—Recruiting Drive months of advanced training in
If there wasn’t such a place around.
radio and electronics, the student
Luck and Finds It Wanting
I guess it’s the American way after
Due to the urgent need for Ra who graduates will be promoted to
Dean Paul Cloke of the College of
1 all and one of the things that we i Technology of the University of dio Technicians in the Navy to Radio Technician Second Class.
are fighting for.
After the war the Radio Techni
| Time out for some idle chatter, i At any rate it is better than the 'Maine, speaking at the annual din- man our fighting ships, a special
(By Lt. Dick Reed)
i ner meeting of the Knox County board of Navy recruiting officers cian will find countless new oppor
Wendover, Utah:—Here in this i To the cocktail room which is silly law that governs entertain- University of Maine Alumni Asso
tunities open to him. He will have
will visit all HIGH SCHQOLS in
handsomely
decorated
with
5.
10
I
ment
in
the
provincial,
hide
bound
particular part of the Great Salt
ciation, told of many of the present Maine this month. This special received a thorough training in
ultra-high frequency electronics
j
sections
of
the
great
Northwest.
desert nothing lives but soldiers, and 25 cent slot machines. A wait
day happenings at Orono and of Board will give all 17 year-olds an J that will still be unknown to most
■
Fcr
instance,
in
Spokane.
Wash,
a
hopes and vultures. Grass, trees, ress takes your order, one of the
how the war had affected the vari opportunity to take screening I commercial engineers. High pay
test, which, if passed successfully,
fish and fowl alike shun this iso few women in the whole region, and city of 150,000^self-satisfied souls ous colleges of the University.
ing positions in such fields as tele
lated, desolate region but the breed you sip your drink as a juke box lays 1 the law says that the beer will be no
C. Kendall Hopkins of Camden, a would indicate they undoubtedly vision, industrial electronics, air
of vultures as old as the West reaps mama and her pistol down and stronger than 3.2% and hard liquor member of the class of 1889, was would be able to pass the regular craft radio, broadcast radio and
can be purchased only at licensed elected president, succeeding Allan “Eddy Test.”
a rich harvest, and thereby hangs a takes you back to old Virginny.
many other scientific fields will be
After completion of the regular
tale.
Behind the gambling machines clubs. As It happens every club has F. McAlary cf Rockland. Other off Eddy Test, and if found qualified, available.
War, that stinking, boring, bes j greasy little men, and bulborus old huge batteries of slot machines and icers elected were: Milford A. Pay- all candidates will be sent to a
For dependable radio service
tial farce of mankind, dees net slickers call out the odds and points one cannot find a spot for a little son of Camden, class of 1930, vice Naval Training Station for in
conversation
and
dancing
in
the
call
the Radlo’Shop, telephone 844.
specialize in conveniences. When i in and out of the corner of the
president, and Miss Katherins A. doctrination, and then to a Pre517
Main
street. Complete Fhllco
whole
town
without
being
faced
the enemy advances free men must mouth monotone while probably
Veazie of Rockland, class of 1900, Radio School. From there, the men line
60-tf
will proceed to a Primary School
meet the challenge, come what may. thinking cf tomorrow’s daily double with the come-hither of the one- secretary-treasurer.
It was doubtless, for that reason at the fair grounds. Deftly their I arm bandits.
t
Those present were: Percy R. Kel
Possibly there is net much of a
that the Army selected this God hands juggle the silver dollars—so
ler,
Carlton Wood, John L. Tewksforsaken spot as training base for deftly. It is fascinating to watch , moral to this article. It’s just an 1 bury and C. Kendall Hopkins of
its airmen. The level salt fiats and those nimble fingers count out a other little insight to life in the Camden; Allan F. McAlary, Miss
p
regular weather conditions make an hundred with the flick cf the wrist i Army and about the things that the Betty McAlary, Rev. Alfred G. ,
ideal combination for flying. The Back go the dice to the next shoot 5 boys will enjoy talking over when Hempstead, Oliver W. Holden, Mr. ,
comforts and pleasures of the men er and silver literally rains on the .that great day of victory comes.
Wendover will never forget this and Mrs. Robert B. Lunt, Alan L. '
had to be secondard consideration.. pretty gre^n table which is maiked
war and the GIs will never forget Bird. Mrs. Winifred Horner, Miss
Transplanted by the call of duty with the odds and possibilities.
Priscilla Noddin and Miss Katherine
Wendover.
into such a place men out of sheer
It was two weeks after I got here
A. Veazie, of Rockland: Mr. and i
necessity acclimate themselves but before boredom and lack of more
Mrs. William Rich of Glen Cove; I
the longer they stay the more those reading material steered me to
The Kiwanis Club
Mrs. Helen Wentworth and Mrs. |
ever natural urges for emotional "prayer meeting.” My intentions
Clifton Robbins of Hope; Miss
outlets, relaxation and temporary were to steer clear of the gambling
Mildred Merrifield of Union, mem
freedom from the rigid regulations as that is not one of my many vices Wallace E. Spear Discusses
bers, and Charles E. Lord, Dr. C.
TWO YEAR PLANTS
NEW ENGLAND GROWN
and routine of Army life are assert and weaknesses.
Farming And The Farm Harold
Jameson, Gilbert Harmon,
ed. It is at this point that the 4-Fs
But alas the lure was too great.
T. Jeness French, Thomas McKay,
er’s Objectives
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and overage vultures come into the I would Invest five bucks, lose it
Judge Zelma M. Dwinal, William
picture.
Wallace E. Spear of North Nobleand quit. At least I could say I had
Reed. Dr. W. JL. Dickens, Mrs. John
The village of Wendover, except gambled on the very spot where boro, who has been farming the
L. Tewksbury and Mrs. C. Kendall
HYBRID TEA ROSES
for a couple pf buildings and a Dead Eye Dick held up a stage past ten years, previous to which he
Hopkins of Camden; Mrs. Alfred.G.
railroad station is nothing but a coach and won a reputation.
worked in an office in Rockland 23 Hempstead and Mrs. Oliver W. Hol
red
American Beauty
name. Yet hovering over the com
The five got me 20 at roulette. years, was speaker at the Kiwanis den of Rockland, and Harold Allen
munity, on a high and barren out The 20 grew to 50 at blackjack.
Spear and Clifton Roberts of Hope, guests.
two tone
Condessa De Sastago
cropping of lifeless rock is the vul With fifty pretty silver dollars I Club meeting last night.
told
of
the
objectives
reached
in
tures nest—shiny white structure tried the dice. Scon my pile grew
pink
Editor McFarland
with neon signs and plate glass to $160 and I quit. After coffee and this country along the line of agri
Killed In Crash
windows. It Is the essence of pros doughnuts at the resturant I start culture last year, stating that the
Ensign Kenneth C. McKay, 22, of
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Etoile De Holland
perity and good living. A flower ed back to camp and early in the goal for 1943 was exceeded and that
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1,
Fargo,
North
Dakota,
was
20-percent
more
food
was
produced
that has grown in the foul earth of evening.
killed Friday afternoon, when US.
white
Frau Karl Druschki
than in any other year.
the desert.
My footsteps grew hesitant. The
Navy plane he was piloting ran
Spear,
who
is
chairman
of
the
Utah under the influence of the flesh Is weak. I would return and
against a large boulder just north I
yellow
Golden Charm
church of Latter Day Saints is a run the winnings to $200 and call it AAA committee for Lincoln County,
of
the
Naval
Air
Facility
at
Ash
rather pious commonwealth. Its a happy day. In just 10 minutes said that, because of the lack of
red
Grus An Teplitz
neighbor, Nevada, is more broad time the $160 had melted away and machinery and labor the farmers Point, throwing him from the plane.
minded Still a rough and tumble with it $30 of my own money. It were working extra hard. “We have The plane was badly damaged. No
red
Padre ’
youngster with a craving for hard was quite a price to pay Deadeye two objectives,” the speaker said, reason was given for the crash
landing.
Dr.
Charles
D.
North,
liquor, the click of dice and loose old boy but damned if I don’t be “winning the war and winning the
pink
Pink Radiance
women Nevada more than any lieve the experience was worth it. peace.” He read a resolution pro medical examiner, was called to view
the remains.
other Western State remains in the
This piece is not designed as a pounded at a regional conference he
two tone
President Hoover
attended
in
New
York
a
month
ago,
rip tooting, hard shooting past.
vice crusade or to frighten mothers
One year ago: Justice Raymond
Wendover is on the border of for fear that their sons hre being in which plans were formulated far
yellow
Roslyn
the
handling
of
agricultural
prob

E.
Fellows was presiding over
these two States and the shiny GI led to a life of lust and sin. Far be
Knox Superior Court—Forrest E.
guzzle and gamble joint is right on it from that. This particular joint lems in the post-war period.
two tone
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Nickerson of Taunton, Mass., was
Arthur
Lamb,
pianist
and
D.
Rob

the line. In one part of the struct is pretty well checked by the Army.
ure one can hire a room and sing It is operated as honestly as could ert McCarty, leader, conducted the the new president of the IBurppee
Dame Edith Helen
Company.
Stafford
into peaceful slumber guarded by be expected and nobody has to get song session. Stuart C. Burgess ex Furniture
Congdon
bought
the
undertaking
the angels cf Brigham Young and himself in trouble. There is never plained the duties of the directors.
Betty Grace Clark
his followers. In the ether part one a disturbance, and drinking is at a Plans were completed for the at branch—Dorothy La wry was re
tendance of at least 16 members at elected president of the Rubin
mingles with the ghosts of Dead minimum.
CLIMBING ROSES
an
lnter-club meeting to be held in stein Club—Among the deaths:
Eye Dick. Kelley the Killer, and
Gambling is one of the Army’s
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
(Mrs.
Prank
Anxious Annie, while the bar flou greatest pastimes and if it isn t Waterville next Monday night. It
pink
American Pillar
rishes and eager hands throw silver done in such a place as the Casino was voted to» hold a round table in Barter, 73; Rockland, Mrs. C. H. B.
dollars into the maw of the roulette it will be carried on in the barracks Rockland, in place of the regular Scliger, 81; Rockland. B. Franklin
blue
Blue Rambler
and dice throwing devices.
latrine or on a GI bunk. Personally meeting May 8. The club voted to Stanton of South Thomaston, 73:
Lincolnville,
Erastus
Collemer,
67.
This bright star in the barren I think it is a good experience for a support the charity show to be
pink
Dorothy Perkins
loneliness is known as the Hotel young fellow to see some of this life staged at Community Building by
The WJC.T.U. will meet Friday
and Casino by its sign but to the in the raw and lose a few bucks men of the Snow Shipyards.
red
Paul’s Scarlet
with
Mrs. Louise Ingraham.
boys of Wendover Army Air Base It now and then. Better to live and
Francis D. Orne proposed a shel
is the little church on the hill and learn it new than to start after he ter station for servicemen desiring
pink
Baby Rambler
WAC Recruiting Officers will be
every night is prayer meeting night has the ogligaticns of a wife and rides to the westward. A committee
for many, that is until the pay family.
was appointed to arrange this con at’ the U. S. Employment office,
check is gone.
SHRUBS
As for the vultures, you can’t sisting cf R. P. Bird, F. D. Orne and Rockland, tomorrow from noon un
til
5
o'clock.
It is an opportunist’s dream. A
Forsythia
Spirea Frobelli
few hundred yards away is the gold
I A. B. Wettengel.
mine. Thousands of men fighting
Hydrangea A. G.
Spirea Van Houtte
Arthur F. Lamb read a report of
boredom and with good GI dollars
Hydrangea P. G.
Syringa
the directors’ meeting held Friday
in their pockets. The only place to
Red Flowering Quince
at which time it was voted to supgo in 150 miles.
j
port
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and
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Each night after the day’s work’s
ON SALE WEDNESDAY, MAY 3
j hold a charity fund dance May 29. I
done the trek begins. Through the
portals pass the prey, the pickingc—
Donald G. Cummings introduced ,
eager eyed American soldiers out
Mr. Spear.
for “hell or high water.’’ Soon the
FRESH NATIVE TENOBSCOT BAY
evening is underway. Start with
roulette and run two bucks up to 10.
Meanwhile order up a highball. I
Then to the blackjack game and if j
DAILY DELIVERIES TO OUR MARKETS—dressed as desired
your lucky the 10 will grow to 20 ,
With a handful of crisp silver dol- |
lars into the crap game you plunge I
and that is the most exciting of all.
It is also the most devasting and I
ON SALE AT OUR MARKETS TUES. & WED while supply lasts
with luck on the right course your
pile will grow to enormous propor- .
U. S. NO. 1 GRADE
tions in no time at all but vice ver
sa it will shrink to nothing a^quick |
ly-

SOLDIERS, HOPES AND VULTURES

SENTEK CRANE'S

low POINT

NO POINT

Haddock * 16c
ONIONS

Senter Crane's

ONIONS

Potatoes -46c

SIZE A IN PECK BAGS

Townsend Club No. 2
WILL HOLD A MEETING

WEDNESDAY NIGHT, 7.30
All Members Invited
•
35*ltI

GOOD TO THE LAST DROP
THE FAMOUS MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

.. 29c

lb

SWIFT’S SKINLESS

FRANKFORTS

BEANO
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

LB.

A REAL LOW POINT VALUE

Mother’s Day is now second only

8.15 o'clock

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girls

102Ttf

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND. ME.

35’lt

FOR YOUR GREENS—VERY LEAN

SALT PORK

,
u,

to Christmas for Gift Giving

18c

We*make a special effort here at

CHICKEN FRICASSEE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. jar 44c
PEANUT BUTTER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. 16c
RINSO.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 Ige. pkgs. 39c
IVORY SOAP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 Med. bar 25c

Senter Crane’s

to

make

this

a

pleasant shopping time for you
3V.

THESE ITEMS ON SALE WED. and THURS.

THE PERRY MARKETS

FIVE FLOORS OF GIFTS FOR MOTHERS

Page Four
I forty.
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•‘They will,” said Mrs. Winkle,
“when they find out how you catch
cold right away if you get your feet
wet.”
Mr. Winkle didn't argue about it,
but let her have her way. After
all, he was leaving tomorrow, and
she would be alone except for Pe
nelope.
He seated himself in an armchair,
and Mrs. Winkle came to stand be
fore him. Tfcere was a peculiar look
on her face. "Wilbert,” she whis
pered.

He glanced up. He didn’t under
stand at first what she wanted, but
was prepared for it when he did. By
this time he was getting accustomed
to almost any surprise.
Shyly, she slipped onto his lap,
and sat there. It was a long time
since she had done this, and she
had put on her plumpness since the
last time. Mr. Winkle found her
somewhat heavy, but not disagree
ably so.
She rested her head on his shoul
der, snuggling her face against his
neck, and he put one of his arms
around her waist. Penelope gazed
at them curiously, as if she found
the scene not quite proper.
Mr. Winkle sensed that something
was on Amy’s mind in addition to
the simple, but awful, fact of his
being drafted. During the recent
days he had noticed that she seemed
to be troubled by a matter she
didn’t mention. He had thought this
J

,o

Mrs. Winkle fussed and fretted
over him.
•
was her reformation, their reunion
through war, and that she wanted to
bring it out in words as a sort of
expiation. But her actions did that
for her without the necessity of
speaking of it. There was, he real
ized, something else.
Now. hesitantly at first, she in
troduced it.
"I didn't mean to say anything
about this,” she told him, "and I'm
thinking of you as much as myself
when I do. I’ve been worrying,”
she confessed, “about trouble you
might get into.”
“Trouble?” asked Mr. Winkle.
“What kind of trouble?”
"Well,” she said, "this is the first
time we’ve ever been separated. Do
you realize that?”
Mr. Winkle was bewildered. “I
don’t see what—”
“1 mean,” she explained, “that
you could be tired of me. I meanother women.” She came out with it
in a rush. "You read about it every
day. You might—you mi£ht ...”
Mr. Winkle was startled. He has
tened to assure Amy that there was
pothing for her to worry about on
that score. He told her he wasn't
tired of her and that he wasn’t in
terested in any other woman.
She sat bolt upright on his lap.
“But you don't know,” she stated.
“You don’t know yourself. You don't
know how it will be.”
“How,” inquired Mr. Winkle, “will
it be?" He was suddenly pleased to
f nd her jealous.
“When you’ve been away from me
long enough.” she elucidated,
“you'll find out.”
Mr. Winkle contemplated that. At
the prospect of there being some
thing to what she said, he thought he
had better deny it with convincing
spirit. "Now you look here,” he
said, “when you catch me with an
other woman, you take it up then.”
“But I won’t be there to catch
you!” she protested. “I won’t know
a thing about it. Except.” she re
flected, ‘Til be able to tell when I
see you again.”
Threatened with this test, Mr.
Winkle accused. “All you’re doing is
putting ideas in my head."
She drew back. “Why, Wilbert
Winkle!” she cried angrily, and
again there peeped forth the Amy
of recent years. "Do you know
what you're doing? You're placing

CattoeK
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the blame on me for your being un
faithful!"
Mr. Winkle felt that, having been
given his trousers back, he should
retain them. It was no time to quib
ble about that or shirk it. “You
wait till 1 am,” he retorted testily.
“I'll send you a postcard. And
on it,” he said darkly, ‘Til also
ask why everything you’re saying
doesn't work on your side of the
fence, too.”
Instead of the frown between her
ey-u returning, and the pressing to
gether of her lips, as Mr. Winkle
half expected, Amy's blue eyes sim
ply went wide.
They stared at each other, first
with shock and then with horror. On
the eve of his departure for the battlefront, they were quarreling, say
ing cruel things because they were
upset.
Each recognized that neither of
them meant what he said. Contri
tion entered into both of them at the
same time.
Mrs. Winkle’s eyes filled with
tears and she flung herself at Mr.
Winkle, wailing, “Oh, Wilbert, you’re
going to war and you’ll come back
without a leg or an arm or—or . . .
and I haven’t been nice to you for
a long time, not nice at all . . . and
oh, Wilbert, Wilbert!”
She sobbed, letting out all the
shame that had been hers since the
morning his notice arrived, and all
the fear that she, too, had kept hid
den during the last days.
Now it was Mr. Winkle who held
her, and patted her, and assured
her.
This made him feel strong and
manly, and almost good about going
to war.
In the morning, before they drove
downtown, taking Penelope with
them because they felt she, too,
should see him off, Mrs. Winkle
fussed and fretted over him.
“You’ve got your pills?” she
asked. “The big bottle we had made
up for you?”
Mr. Winkle patted his pocket and
the pills, in their bottle, rattled.
“You haven’t taken out your rub
bers again?”
Mr. Winkle shook his head.
Mrs. Winkle contemplated, her
brow furrowed for a moment, but
she could think of nothing else. "I
still can’t believe you’re really go
ing,” she said.
“Maybe I’ll be back tomorrow.”
“Oh, Wilbert, I know it isn’t the
thing to say, but I hope you will
be.” Anxiously, she asked, "If you
aren’t, are you sure you're going to
be all right?”
"I don’t see why not,” he an
swered stoutly.
He wondered how much he fooled
her.
Certainly he didn’t fool himself.
Mr. Winkle had been trying to
look on the bright side of it. If his
country needed him, he should go
and do his duty; if he didn’t, per
haps there wouldn’t be any country.
He argued that the war was the
greatest thing that had happened in
history and he wanted to be a part
of it. But that thought was sus
taining only up to the point where
he considered what his part might
be.
Now that the moment of leaving
was here, all he could think was:
Will I ever return? Will I ever see
Maple Avenue and home again?
As he drove away he looked back,
to catch a last glimpse of the house.
Still craning his neck when he
reached the corner, he nearly col
lided with a truck which wasn’t sav
ing its tires, eliciting a shriek from
Mrs. Winkle and a protesting yelp
from Penelope.
In front of the post office he got
out and Mrs. Winkle took over the
wheel. She would meet him with his
bag at the bus station, to which Mr.
Winkle understood he was to march
in a parade.
Mr. Winkle negotiated the stairs
to the second floor of the post office
feeling a little as if he were mount
ing a scaffold to his doom. When he
walked down the hall and into the
draft board’s room he found that
most of the other men were already
there.
Three members of the board, in
cluding the clerk-and the chairman,
who was clad in a blue American
Legion uniform and made a very
official appearance, sat before a ta
ble at the front of the room. They
shuffled papers with a grave air.
The draftees themselves sat on
collapsible chairs and with uneasy
expressions alternated between re
garding each other and the men at
the table.
Mr. Winkle took a seat in the
rear row. Some of the men, he
saw, recognized him from his pic
ture in the paper. A few of them
gave him brief smiles or nods, tenta
tive invitations to being comrades in
arms. Or recognition that he was in
the same boat with them. Mr.
Winkle couldn’t decide which it was.
More men came in and seated
themselves. Jack Pettigrew arrived
and sat gingerly on the edge of a
chair; he didn't look around. Mr.
Winkle counted, to keep his mind
busy, and saw that seventeen were
present. All were here except one.
Most of them were very young,
not much more than half his age. A
few were in their early thirties,
from the list published in the pa
per, giving all the ages, Mr. Winkle

He felt loneiy.

All heads turned asthe
__ ____
last of
WARREN
WALDOBORO
‘ the draftees appeared.
Mr. Winkle knew Freddie Tindall 1
ft ft ft ft
Aft
from having seen him decorating
ALENA L STARRETT
MRS. ISABEJL LABE
the main street of the town. He
Correspondent
Correspondent
| was a fixture there, like one of the
j lamp posts or a traffic sign. He i
ft ft ft ft
was twenty-eight, handsome, with a
Tel. 40
Telephone 78
thin dark mustache plastered across
his lip, and his clothes were too
Week-end guest of Mrs Dana H.
flashy.
’
Germania Lodge, I.O.O.F. and Good
Smith,
Sr., was her aunt, Mrs.
Freddie was a prominent mem- Luck Rebekah Lodge attended the
Faith
Russell
of Ellsworth.
ber of the depression generation. He morning service Sunday at the
had come to maturity when there Methodist Church.
Miss Julia Libby visited Mrs. Liz
were no jobs to be had. Once hav
zie Hoffses in Thomaston Satur
ing formed the habit of not working, Mrs. Albert Riley of South Porthe made it a career at which he land, has been guest of her aunt, day afternoon.
Edward Wilson is employed' at
excelled. It was his boast that he Miss Helen A. Jones,
had never earned a nickel in his !
,,
_
Bath Iron Works.
life and never would as long as his ■ Mrs. Merrill Harrington, has been
The annuali meeting and elec
family’s money held out. Now the visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tion
of officers will be held in the
war had come along to interfere with Milton Creamer,
the signal success he was making of Ruel Eugley was a Lewiston visit Woman’s Club Thursday at 7.30
his ambition.
at Town Hall. Subject will be
Freddie eyed the gathering with a or recently.
“Health,” with Mrs. Phillip Sim
superior air. When he agreed to Nancy Eugley had a birthday
come in and join the group, his party Saturday. Guests were: Sally mons, the chairman, the subject
eye lighted on Mr. Winkle He 6chwartZt Judith and Jerome Hoff. of which will cover the four phases
slammed his suitcase on the floor,;
.
cf a happy, healthy and normal
eased his frame gracefully to a chair ses- Shlrley S°wa11’
and &1- life, through the subjects as taken
in the rear row and greeted Mr. jand Eugley. Nancy received many up by the speakers: “Physical
Winkle, “Hello. Pop.”
j gifts of mpney, and a baby grand
Health” by Mrs. Simmons; “Spirit
One man tittered nervously. A piano. Games were participated in
ual Health” by Mrs Aubrey S.
few smiled without conviction. Jack and a luncheon was served.
Bishop; “Mental Health” by Mrs
Pettigrew, who just then looked
Mrs. A D Gray hos been passing Fred Perkins; and "Social Health”
around, stared. The others paid no
a
few days with he sister in Blue- by Mis Sidney Wyllie. Hostesses
attention.
hill.
Mr. Winkle was indignant. It had
Will be Miss Frances Spear, Mrs.
been bad enough to have certain J (Mrs. Dana H. Yorke, and Miss Elizabeth Robinson, Mrs. Sadie
people laugh at him. But he hadn t Yorke were Rockland visitors the Barrows, and Mrs. John Marshall.
expected one of his fellow draftees
ef
Qf the weeR
Nominating committee is: Mrs
to make fun of him.
He decided that Freddie Tindall' The Damariscotta Association of Frank Rowe, Mrs. Phillip Simmons,
didn’t know any better and wasn’t Baptist Churches will convene at and Mrs. Leland Philbrook. For
worth bothering about. But Fred- the Baptist Church in town, Thurs- the program, special music has
die was the instrument of something day With morning session at 10. been arranged and Mrs. J. B. Kim
else that really touched him. For Special guest speakers wil be Rev. ball will read a health pcem.
Warren Parent-Teacher Associa 
self that he wasn’t old. The'others Th<?rnas Brindley, State Field Sec
retary,
Rev.
Prank
Litteran,
Secrewere just young.
te will meet tonight at 7 30 p. in.
The chairman of the draft board tarY
Religious Education and at Tcwn Hall.
looked at his watch and then rose. Miss Ruth Paul. There will be a
The first and second degrees will
He made a little talk, while the dinner at 12.15. Afternoon session be conferred tonight by Warren
men all listened attentively, except wjjj start a[ j 30 Members of this rrnns<>
for Freddie Tindall who gazed inch and
h are W8lc0m€
The degrees will be conferred
dolently out the window.
The chairman explained that they1 Mr and
Malcolm Little Friday night at the stated meet
had all been chosen fairly, strictly have moved from Friendship street ing of Tvy Chapterf, O,ES. follow
according to the Selective Service to an apartment in Richard ing' supper In charge of the sup
regulations. They were being asked Achorn’s house on Jefferson street per will be Miss Frances Spear,
to do a serious thing at a serious j^r and Mrs John Roy of West : Mrs Anna Starrett, Mrs. Lina
time. He knew each would do it
to the best of his ability. He wished Waldoboro have moved to the house Smith, Miss Hilda Aspey, Mrs.
them good luck. He said that the vacated by them and recently Annie Aspey, and) Mrs. Verna
roll would now be called. Each bought by the Roy’s.
Wyllie.
man, at his name, was to come for- j Mrs. Charles Cowley cf Wiscasset
A public game party will be held
ward and receive his papers and a
.
„
Saturday at 7 at the Masonic build
,,
,
,
•
.
•
.
.
was
guest
Wednesday
of
Mrs.
Maude
small going-away kit furnished by
0
J
ing.
Clark Gay.
the Women Volunteers.
Adelbert Norwood, son of Mr.
"A leader,” he concluded, “is be- Mrs. Laura Winslow, who has
and
Mrs. Howard Norwood, stu
ing appointed for you, and you are been passing the Winter in Bangor
dent,
at Gould Academy, Bethel
required to obey him on the way to has returned to her Main street
your Induction Center. The senior
has
made
the regular ball team of
home. She was accompanied by
member among you, Mr. Wilbert
the Academy, and will play second
Mrs. Mabel Gray.
Winkle, will be your leader.”
base.
Mr. Winkle was flattered. He was Mrs Donald Wallace returned
William Ring formerly of this
glad for the responsibility. It would 'Tuesday from Beachmont, Mass.
town,
now of South China, under
help take his mind off himself.
Thomas Stenger was a Rockland went a tonsilectomy, Friday at the
Freddie Tindall leaned toward him visitor, Friday.
Thayer Hospital in Waterville.
and inquired, “How do you like be
Miss
Gail
Glidden,
daughter
of
Members cf Forget-me-Not Girl
ing a big shot, Pop?”
Mr. Winkle saw that he was go Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Glidden has re Scout Trocp, have completed
turned to her home on Marble two crib quilts unde rthe directain
ing to have trouble with Freddie.
avenue
after being a patient at the of the captain, Mrs. Edna Smith
The men began to go up. Mr.
Winkle’s was the last name called. Childrens Hospital in Portland sev and these quilts have been given to
He received his kit, contained in a eral months.
Miss Helen Corbett, matron of the
brown imitation leather packet. | Miss Edna Young was in Rockland City of Rockland
Each of the draft board members Friday.
/Miss Bertha Starrett who has
shook his hand. He was given his
2d Lt. John Dvorak. Jr and Mrs. , been spending two weeks at her
own papers, and then instructions
about a number of other documents Dvorak have been guests for a week [ igrummeT home in this town re
for the group. The clerk was read- of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John turned Friday to Malden. Mass, to
ing one of these, his warrant of au- Dvorak. He has returned to Farm- resume teaching. She Was accom
thority, when the American Legion ingdale Air Base, L. I., N. Y.
panied by her sister, and sisters
Mrs. Anne Hinckley, Mrs. Dorothy family, Mr. and Mrs. William Kelso
Roberts, Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller and daughter. Msis Jean Ktlso of
and John W. Richardson of The Wakefild, Mass., who had spent a
Courier-Gazette attended the Press few days with her here.
Conference
of Maine Weekly News
ICIPJ
.an
The second performance of the
papers Friday in Augusta.
play, “The Man ’In the Green
Mrs. Harold Jordon of Saco, Is Shirt,” auspices of the Congrega
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ralph tional Ladies’ Circle , Friday at
Jackson.
Town (Hall, was successful, and the
(Mrs. Wallace Pollard has returned co-operation of the committee and
to Augusta after spending a few cast has accomplished much for
days in town.
the Circle.

with the procession, keeping pace
with it. The sporadic cheering and
handclapping kept up as more peo
ple were passed along the route.
The parade went right through a red
traffic light.
1
Mr. Winkle marched stiffly. He !
tried to keep in time with the mu-1
sic, but found it difficult, and finally '
gave it up. He wondered what the
other men were doing, but didn’t
look back to see. Once someone ih 1
the crowd on the sidewalk called
out: “Hi, Winkle! Grind their Axis
for them!”
<To Be Continued)

Mr. Winkle was placed at their
head out in front by himself.

%7.
band burst into sound outside on
aps
the. street. The clerk had to raise
his voice to make the rest of the
DAISY MOTIF. Constance Moore,
warrant heard.
co-star of Eddie Cantor, George
They all trooped down to the
America's tin supply. Yod Murphy and Joan Davis in the mu
can lessen the effect of Jap
street. Quite a crowd had gath
sical “Show Business,” wears this
ered. The band, which had com aggression by saving used food cans. Remova Leslie James mist straw hat that sets
lapels,
wash.
Hatten.
Put
in
separate
container
pleted its first rendition, took up an
well back on the head, with rolled
other at the sight of the group of next to your trash can. Save for local pickup.
up brim decorated with daisies.
draftees. There was a scattering of
applause from the crowd. Mr. Win
kle saw that some of the people had
little American flags, which they
NOTICE
waved.
Those who carried suitcases piled
TOWN OF FRIENDSHIP
them in the cars of the draft board
At the annual Town Meeting the Town voted for
members. Then the chairman lined
up the selectees in a ragged forma
the Selectmen to sell the Town Tractor and Snow
tion, four abreast, in back of the
Plow.
band-. Mr. Winkle was placed at |
their head, out in front all by him
The Selectmen give notice that they will accept
self. He didn’t care for this distinc- ;
sealed bids for the Tractor and Snow Plow. All bids
tion, but he couldn't refuse it. The
to be at the Selectmen’s office not later than 8 P. M.,
attention thus drawn to him. and the
noise and the staring, cheering peo
May 5th, 1944,
ple. bewildered him.
The Selectmen reserve the right to reject any or
They marched off behind the blar
all bids.
ing band, and Mr. Winkle couldn’t
get over how the music sent a chill
WILLIAM E. BRAMHALL
up his spine, stirring him. It hadn’t
ALFRED H. MORTON
been so long «go that he was firmly
convinced martial music was an evil
GUY BESSEY
thing,
spurring
people
to
war.
Selectmen Town of Friendship
33-34
luiew thg^t he_was the only one above

U

Part of the crowd walked along

STOLE

r Tii8s3aV-Fri3ay

Was In The Invasion

VINALHAVE!

Son Of Former North Haven
Man Participates In Raid
On Marshall Islands
Rutherford, N. J., April 25
The following account of the in
vasion of the Marshall Islands, ta
ken from the Los Angeles 'limes,
has been received by Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Staples, formerly of North
Haven, from their son Lyman who
has been on a destroyer since Sept
ember 1943. As all letters from him
are censored they had not known
he was even in that part of the
world until they received this clip
ping— The story is so well told it
would seem to have considerable
interest for North Haven people.
New York, (Feb. 13. Commander
Anthony Krinunius, British liason
officer to the Pacific fleet who has
just returned to the United States,
from the Marshall Islands de
clared tonight that no invasion
was better planned or carried out
than the Marshalls assault.
I was there, he related in a C B S
radio broadcast. I was on the detroyer the leading ship in this
greatest armada ever to sail against
the enemy. Our job was to take
care of any Jap submarines or in
quisitive air snoopers that might
spot us. Occasionally I saw odd
lights from the shore. The Japs un
aware of our close presence were re
pairing the runways to their air
fields.
At 6 o’clock I was standing beside
our captain on the bridge we knew
the carriers, battle ships, cruisers
and destroyers were beside us and
in back but we couldn’t see them
The captain held his watch in his
hand. The second hand sweeping
around toward the minute. The
dark skies were graying a little
could see the flying fish skimming
out of the water—Suddenly the
captain gave the order—"open fire!”
I saw a blinding flash from the
broad sides, it had begun. Almost
immediately there were flashes
from another destroyer nearby, and
then from farther out to aea great
flashes and roars as the battle
ships, cruisers and destroyers let
fly.
The captain pointed across
the water. I saw our ship disgorg
ing amphibious tanks.
Suddenly as if a master hand was
controlling the trigger of every gun
the bombardment ceased I could
see the gun crews of the------- and
nearby ships piling out of their
tunets for a quick smoke and the
planes came— our planes. One
after the other they came hurtling
down. We were so close inshore 1
copld see every bomb leave the air
craft. On the tail of the bombers
came the fighters, the traces of
their shells looked like illuminated
ping pong balls as they bounced up
and exploded. Then the planes
were gone and we began bombard
ment again.

Are Not Forgotten

Massachusetts “Down East
er” Comments On Omis
sion of “Madeline and
Flora”
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I am a fisherman’s wife, and have
heard a lot about the book “Storms
and Shipwrecks.” but haven’t had
the good fortune to read lt, but was
surprised to read in “Down Easter’s”
article that no mention was made
in it about the fishing boat and
crew from iRockland that never re
turned.
They certainly should
have had their names among the
others.
I had no near relative on her
when she made that fatal trip but
did have, at one time, and I know
there are a lot of folks like myself
to whom the mention of the name
“Madeline and Flora” brings tears
to their eyes and a queer tightness
to their throats. No one knows the
sadness, and gladness that go hand
in hand With a fisherman's family.
One never knows when they leave
whether we shall ever see them
again. All we can do is to leave
everything to Hi mwho doeth all
things well. And those brave bays
whom we have met and known will
never be forgotten.
A Massachusetts "Down Easter”
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

MISCELLANEOUS
PERMANENT WAVE. 59c! Do your
own Permanent with Charm-Kurl lt.
Complete equipment, including 40
curlers and shampoo. Easy to do. ab
solutely harmless. Praised by thou
sands Including Fay McKenzie, glam
orous movie star. Money refunded If
not satisfied.
E
B
CROCK EMT
STORES.
34*43

WHAT CAUSES
EPILEPSY?

MRS. OSCAR C. LAN
Correspondent

Union Church Circle w
Thursday. There will be
quilts in the afternoon,

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

•will be served at 5.30, b\
keepers,
Mae
In. wry,
Chilles, Grace Ijawry, Emi
brook. The Lions Club w
in Che churoh parlor at 6j
The Bridge Right w
Thursday night with Mi
Chritrtie.
Mrs. Clarence Kneeland
d is guest of her pari

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
. <to
n tms column
not to exceed
three
lines tsAdverttoemente
co
M
Addltlon&1
^fivTcL^hTronlTime; 10 ~nt. for two times. Fly.

7nd Mrs. L. B. Dyer.
The Nitaneats, met

NoSc^AU “blind

toenta which require the answer. to be i»entto Th. Lewler
Gaaetts office for handling, cost 88 cents additional. ____________

LOST AND FOUND

RATION gas coupon
95128,
stolen from car. I. J. SHUMA . ..7
pleasant St.. City. __________ 35 1 ,
BLACK pocketbook With Initials
"M N' lost on Main St.. City. Reward
MRS MARTHA NURMI, P' O.
Box 126. Waldoboro. ___________ 35
RATION Book 4 lost. JESSIE BELLE
HUNTLEY, 307 Limerock St.
35-T-37
RATION Books No. 3 lost. LILLIAN
and DONNA SPEAR. East Unloir^^ &

RATION Book 3 lost. L S. SMITH.
Olen Cove.
______ 33*F-35
CERTIFICATES for tire and tube
lost. Retu n to VICTOR OSBORN*;
Friendship. Me.
___ 33 1 33

. FOR SALE
SMALL furnished cottage on Hath
orne Point. Cushing for sale. MRS
L. s. HAHN, Thomaston.________ 35 ,ib
RIGHT Room house for sale. West
Me->d>w R ad. modern imnrovemtntBeuutiful view. Inquire MUTUAL ROO
ERS, Camden.______ _ ___________ 35 aa
NEW 9x14 Axminster rug and sponge
rubber mat. Call after 6 p. m 21
Beechwood St., Thomaston.______ 3j lt
ierbEY Bull 13 months old. for sale.
gcidVuxk. TEL 361R BERT GREG ORY. Glen Cove
___________ 35 at
FORD V-8 for sale, 1935 Tudor TEL
from 4 to 6 p. in., 592W._______ 35 30
MAN'S suits for sale, size 37” long,
brown teal blue. $10 each, b-own suede
jacket, size 38. $5. Boy Scout breeches,
size 30 waist. 75c. grey topcoat, size 44.
Navy overcoat, size 44. $20 etach. MRS
DONALD BREWSTER. 30 Granite^ST

Thomas.

HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale,
all In good condition. HARVEY S.
TO LET
CROCKETT. Sea St., Rockport._ 35*36
NEW milch cow for sale Tel. Rock
TWO Rooms to let adjoining bath.
TEL 932M
35 36 land. 263 6. JOHN E. HURME. West
Rockport.______ ’____________ 35*38
THREE Room unfurnished apt. to
1937 FORD sedan for sale, new bat
let at Rankin Block. MIKE ARMATA. tery.
brakes and paint job in perfect
Tel 1051R.
35tf condition, tires, fair. WOOD'S FILL
THREE-Room furnished apartment. ING SSTATION, Cor Main and Winter
35-36
Available May 6. MRS. L. A. CROCK Sts._______
ETT Tel. 37W.
35-it _ WE are now booking orders for Sexed
Straight day old Rhode Island Red
FIVE Room apartment to let. unfur or
Chicks from our Maine U.S Approved
nished, 15 Rockland St. D. SHAFTER. Pullorum Clean Flock. Hatches every
35tf Monday. Order early for date prefer
Telephone 33W.
HUGH W.
LARGE front room to let. next to ence.
Bath, on Broadway. TEL 994.
34-35 LITTLE. Rockland. Me___________ IRtf
—SMAJJL-house for sale nt Pleasant
TWO ROOM furnished apartment to Gardens: lights, water. Needs some
let. TEL. 921M or 1264W.
34-35 repairs. Chean. TEL. 553R.
34 36
PLEASANT front room to let, with
SEED potatoes Just arrived Sebago.
alcove equopped with electric plate, Green Mountain and Cobblers In 100
etc., suitable for ltyht housekeeping. pound bags. H. H. CRIE CO . 328
MRS. VESTA E STEWART, 88 Sum Main St., tel. 205, Rockland.____ 34-35
mer St. Tel. 279W.
34*35
HOUSE for sale. 1 acre land, good
GARAGE on Main street to let. Price location, would make Ideal Summer
$4 month. V. F STUDLEY, 77 Park St. home. Call ALLARD PIERCE. 167-13.
Tel 330.
rail
34-37
BARBER shop with two cha'.rs. Com
THREE dandy out-'board motors, for
pletely furnished at 19 Main St., to let. sale, 412, 5 and 6 horse power, very
Price $8 week. V. F. STUDLEY. 77 nice 16. ft. boat (new), rather poor
Park St., Tel. 330.
34tf time to use the above things, but a
UNFURNISHED apt to let. adults mighty fine time to buy them. I still
only at 28 JAMES ST.
33tf have a good Electric train, table Model
Cabinet Radios, the same in VlcGARAGE to let at 64 Summer St. and
trola’s. H. B. KALESt, Washington,
Tel. 186R FRANCES H. PERRY
Me
Tel. 5-25. Home Sundays.__ 34-35
29* tf
_BIRD houses for sale, flower trelli
ses. garden fences. RAYE'S CRAFT
SHOP. P.ewcott 8t._________ 33*T 39
WANTED
SMALL house for sale at Stickney s
Corner.
Inquire at 1 FISH ST.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. TEL ?18W. Thomaston. ___________________ 34*35
MRS H M FROST
35 37
1935 Ford ’i-ton truck for sale (very
TWO men wanted for general work good); 1939 Wlllys Va-ton pick-up.
on private estate. Apply to IVAN looks like new (darned good): 1939
ERICKSON, Warrenton Park, Olen Chevrolet .Master 4 dr. sedan, heater,
Cove.
35-36 radio, and fine rubber (d----- Gccd);
garage floor Jack, and air Compressor, 3
MAN wanted to straighten edge of car radios. H. B KALEIR, Washing
lawn and clean grass out of street ton, Maine. Tel. 5-25. Home Sundays.
gutters: 138 South Main St.
Tel.
34-35
676W
33 tf
WE
have
in
stock
a
few
cattle
water
POSITION wanted by middle aged bowls. The supply is limited and you
woman as housekeeper or light house must come early. We may have your
work. no children, washing, sickness. size
In a Wilson life-tested engine cr
Will go in country nearby ROSIE E. electric
If Interested see us
JOHNSON at IL. A. Packard's, East at once cooler.
W. S. PILLSBURY & SON.
Warren. Apply in person.
33*34 Waterv idle._____________
_________ 34-35
POULTRY buyer wanted: Man with
PEARL
printing
prses
7x11 for sale.
some experience to buy live poultry.
MOUNTAN CO , 414 Main St.
Steady, year round Job. good pay for BALD
the right man. Write POULTRY,' care _ ______________________________ 34tf
TWO first class EHectrlc WashingCou ier-Gazette.
35 36
for sale; 2 gas engine wash
JUNE 1, two or three rooms wanted machines
machines, 2 Electric Refrigerators,
for light housekeeping. ROBERT W ing
electric motor 110 D. C. motor,
LOMBARD, COx., U.S.C.G., Rockland. li-horse
and a 32-volt motor *,'4-horse. H B.
35*lt KALER. Washington, Me. Ted. 5-25.
DAVENPORT bed wanted in good Home Sundays.
34-35
condition. TEL 1342W
35-lt
MOTION picture screen for sale.
BOOKKEEPER male or female want 4- foot size, roll type, excellent quality,
ed Full time Summer months, part bargain price. Ask K. S. F„ The Cou
time balance of year. See or phone rier-Gazette Office.
34*35
ALBERT QUINN. Manager, State of
piece pre-war over-stuffed
Maine Blueberry Growers Inc., West setTHREE
for sade. very fine Sterling upright
Rockport.
35-38
piano (small size) plenty of Oil 8toves.
COOK wanted, $20: kitchen, $16. pri 3. 4, 5 burners, one beautiful white
vate institution. MRS HAWLEY 780 enamel. Ice refrigerators, 2 oil burn
High St.. Bath. Tel. 725.
35.1t ers for kitchen ranges, electric lroner,
CANOE wanted. 16 or 18-foot. good and used furniture, I have a very nice
or fair condition. Tel Rockland 119cr Portable typewriter, also a standard,
or write CARL GRIFFTTH. 58 Brews- a few 50 and 100 gal. Oil bbls. 2 bbl
ster St.. City.
35*36 trucks, and 4000 other things too nu
merous to mention. I buy. sell swap,
pQnLT'I?TrUR? JW,?nted to upholster, and trade, and I will give you value
called for and delivered. T. J. FLFM- received for every dollar you spend
ING, 19 Birch St Tel. 212W
9 T tf here, if you want a farm, I have lt. If
MAN wanted to live and work on. you want a small place I have that too.
farm
WALTER TOLMAN. H B. KALER. Washington, Me. TEL.
5- 25. Home Sundays.
34-35
Waldoboro, or TEL. Rockland 664R.
______________________________ 35-it
ELECTRIC mixer for sale, mans
EXPERIENCED pin boys wanted, will brown leather traveling bag, electric
pay extra to come to Camden, full or sandwich toaster; mahogany 4-poster
part time work Especially needed for bed and spring, marble top tables,
Saturday and Bunday. Apply LUCKY small china cabinet, child's wood
STRIKE ALLEY. Tel. 518. C^nden'
rocking chair, high chair with tray,
TED LAFOiLLEY. Sea St..
______________
34 35 cradle.
34*35
GENERAL housework, painting and Rockport. Tel. 515.
paper hanging wanted; 50c an hour ,^TARM for -‘■ale—Appleton.
Nearly
with dinner. CARRIE CLARK, Rock- 100 acres. 8-room house, barn, and
______________ ____________ 34 36 hen-houses In excellent repair. May
GIRL to do general housework want be bought furnished or unfurnished
ed. two in family. MRS A I, BAB- and with or without stock. Write
34*35
IDGE. Lake Ave, City.
34.30 Farm, care Courier-Gazette.
PAIR
young
horses
for
sale,
wt.
2900
OLD bUTTONS wanted and also a
chjnn or memoty string. Address various farming Implements. Tel. 33W
XYZ. care Courier-Gazette.
34*36 at H. w LITTLE'S, West Meadow Rw ,
______ __________ 33 35
G REEINSK EErER
wanted;
Wawe- elty
MY
Summer
’
home
for sale, on Route
nock Country Club. Damarlscotti Me
C&r.tact L A DODGE. Damariscotta, 1. In Rockport, over 2 acres. Modern
improvements, double garage. H I.
Me
34 35 HOLT.
Tel. Camden 2406.
33tf
AT Hotel Rockland additional waiv
A NICELY located home for sale,
resses wanted, salad girts, bell boys.
Exce.lent meals and uniforms fur- with monthly income of around $100.
nished. Apply W4 PERSON
33tf The portion occupied by owner con
sists of 6 nice rooms, bathroom and
OPPORTUN IT Y for person desir
House will pay for Itself
ing permanent position, operating within 5 years. Real good condition
established coffee and grocery route and very reasonable price. —
F H
In Waldoboro or Damariscotta. Salary WOOD.
Rockland.
________
33-35
commissions and extra bonus Com
1941
PLYMOUTH
for
sale,
4-door
pany car and expenses furnished.
Apply by letter F E PELLAND Wal Sedan A-lcondition, telCAMDEIN
33*35
doboro or MR
FITZGERALD
95 640
Rankin St., City.
32*35
HOUSE lots for sale, tel 767J.
31tf
ANTIQUES wanted. Compare our
pricey We are now paying from $25
PLATFORM truck body for sale; also
to $75 each for nice old arm chairs truck trailer. TE3L 1396W
32-39
»?rd/^>f^kWlthug<?:>d
on them;
LAWTEY
Vee
Bottom
Boat
24x6
'i
for
$10 to $25 each for good, old marble
Studebaker motor. Inquire L. C.
top tables; $5 to $10 each for old china sale
32*35
parlor lamps Equally good prices for TURNER, Isle au Haul, Me.
ctner it^ms new in demand
Writ«
STOVES, for sale, of all kinds, also
W J. FRENCH. High St.. Camden
small trailer. C. E. GROTTON, 138
31 tf
28 tf Camden St. Tel, 1091 w
T
A
COMPLETE
line
of
Glidden
Time
b I rags'
all kinds of
paints for sale. Outside and
„ and second-hand furniture
B O Box 862 TEL 314R
35^ inside; Jap-a-Lac enamels and Spred
GENERAL trucking and hau’lng l;1L,.^a?hable' water-thin paint that
coal, rubbish and ashes TEL 902W eierjbody likes. A good supply of
SUNOCO
____________ ________________ 24*29tf SERVICE STATION. hand
Rockland. 30-40
F^,rnlturt and Stoves wanted?
house for sale or rent
We will pay cash or trade for new
TAv^n°;d c°unty Road
-------JAMEJ
Call 1154. V F STUDLEY INC
cumbertand Ave., PortMain St Rockland.
”
land.
3.
Me.
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted --------- --------------- ___^__________ 28*35
desirable property tor te'e to
also marble top tables, and old
books CARL SIMMONS. 2 Park 8t
aoUTen'
J HERBERT

A booklet containing the opinions' of fa
mous doctors on this interesting subjeH
will be tent FREE, while they last, to any
reader writing Io the Educational Division,
CM KOS. a—
M V tv^ 5563$
Tel. Rockland. 1240.

night with Mrs. Bessie k
Hunker. Lunch was serv.
social evening enjoyed.
Mrs.
Minnie Smith
Saturday from Portland, v
passed the Winter.
Dr. and Mrs. W. .1. lln
have returned to their
home Bl-Wil-Kl, at tie
having passed the Winter
tona Beach, Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cm
turned
Saturday from
Falls for a week's stay.
Mrs. Frank Sellers eii
iki cards Satuixlay night
“me, Mrs. O. V. Drew, M
Robbins, Mrs. Blanche h
and Mrs. Tena Christie.
Byron Thomas, U. S.
home for a short leave
parents, Capt. and Mrs.

OOULD, TtL 2300 or 2170, Oomden.

George Newbert visited

in Rockland.
Recent guests at the
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Mill
Harry Hanson, I’ortlan
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MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent
Union Church Circle will meen
Thursday. There will be work on
quilts in the afternoon. Supper
will be served at 5.30, by house
keepers,
Mae
Iawry,
Margie
Chilles. Grace Ixiwry, Emma Hol
brook. The Lions Club will meet
in Che churoh parlor at 6.00 p. m.
The Bridge Eight will meet
Thursday night with Mrs. Tena
Christie.
»,
Mrs. Clarence Kneeland of Portfot.l is guest of her parents, Mr.
?nd Mrs. L. B. Dyer.

FFECTIVE

COSTS
to exceed three lines la
ir 50 cents. Additional
:nts for two times. Flee
called L e. adyertleesent to'The Cewrieradditional.

The

FOR SALE
L furnished cottage on Ilath>int Cushing for sale. MRS.
AHN. Thomaston.________ 35*36
r Room house for sale, West
K id. modern improvements,
il view Inquire MURIAL ROOunden___________________________ 35*38

9x14 Axmlnster rug and sponge
mat
Call after 6 p. m.. 21
xxl St.. Thomaston.
35*It

EY Bull 13 months old. for sale,
AX k TEL 361R BERT GREGJlen Cove
35-36
) V 8 for sale, 1935 Tudor TEL
6 p m 592W.________ 35*36
ults for sale, size 37” long,
•al blue. $10 each, b-own suede
zr 38. $5. Boy Scout breeches.
waGt. 75c. grey topcoat, size 44,
out. -ize 44. $20 each. MILS.
D BREWSTER, 30 Granite St.
35*36
lEUOLD furniture for sale.
xl condition. HARVEY S.
PIT, Sea St.. Rockport. 35*30
[milch cow for sale. Tel. Rocka 6 JOHN E HURME, West
•t
‘_____________ 35*38
. i edKn for eale. new batic and paint Job in perfect
ti es.

fair.

WOODS

Nitaneats,

met Thursday

night with Mrs. Bessie Woodrow
Bunker. Lunch was served and a
social evening enjoyed.
Mrs.
Minnie Smith returned
Saturday from Portland, Where she
passed the Winter.
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Hutchinson
have returned to their Summer
home El-Wil-El, at the Reach,
having passed the Winter in Daytuna Beach, Florida.
Mr. ami Mrs. Harry Coombs re
turned
Saturday from Lisbon
Falls for a week's stay.
Mrs. Frank Sellers entertained
At cards Saturday night at her!
™me, Mrs. O. V. Drew, Mrs. Rada'
Robbins, Mrs. BlancTie Kittredge,
anil Mrs. Tena Christie.
Byron Thomas, U. S. Navy is
home for a short leave with his
parents, Capt. and Hrs. Llewllyn
Thomas.
George Newbert visited Saturday
in Rockland.
Recent guests at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Miller were,
Harry Hanson, Portland;
Ray

Kisser, Rockland;
Oscar Huse. piece from which each child pul
Kents’ -Hill; Augustus Tomer. Sad led a ribbon and drew a favor. Ice
dleback Light.
cream and cake were served. The
Wilbert Gerry has returned to large birthday cake was made by
Easton, having been guest of his Patsy’s aunt, Mrs. George Geary
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and and was beautifully decorated by
Mrs. Albert Carver.
' Susie Kranz. A picture of the
Eliza Patterson, who has been group was taken by J. H. Carver.
Arthur Chapman of Portland
spending the vacation with her
his
mother, Mrs. Arthur Patterson, re spent the week-end with
mother.
Mrs.
Nellie
Lewis.
turned Saturday to Somerville,
d
Mass.
Mrs. Herbert Patrick entertained
Mrs. Alice Young and grand i at cards Friday night at her
children, Pauline and Arthur Dodge home. Lunch was served. Those
returned Saturday from Rockland. present: Mrs. I-angtry Smith, Mrs.
Mr. ami Mrs. Ted MacDonald Max Conway, Mrs. Margie Chillis.
Tiave bought the Davidson house Muriel Chillis, Mrs. Everett Libby,
on High Street.
Mrs. L. W. I-kine and Mrs. Evie
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fasset and Hennigar.
Gracee Robinson, spent the week
L. W. Sanborn was in Water
end at the Copper Kettle in Rock ville over the week-end to visit his
land.
son, Dr. Herbert Sanborn, who is
John Beckman is training in
ill.
the Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Auld of
Sara Bunker, returned Saturday
Pownell were guests of Mrs. Auld’s
to Ridgewood, N. J. where she will
resume teaching after a week’s va mother, Mrs. Annie Black over the
week-end.
cation with her parents, Mr. and
Miss Pricilla Chillis, was home
Mrs. Nelson Bunker.
from
Rockland to pass the weekMrs. Alton Lewis, who has been
end
with
her parents, Mr. anil
guest of her mother, Mrs. J. S.
Black, went Saturday to Pough Mrs. William Chillis.
keepsie, N. Y.
Mother and Daughter Club will
William Littlefield A. M. M. 3c, meet Wednesday with Mrs. Walter
U. S. Navy, left Monday to report Ingerson.
Ladies of the G. A. R. will mtet
for duty having spent a short leave
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Friday. Supper will he served at
Scott Littlefield.
5.30.
Patsy Ann Smith, daughter of
Alton Hopkins has returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Smith, Jr. Cambridge, Mass, where he at
celebrated her second birthday, tended the wedding of his sister,
Sunday from 2.00 to 4.00 at her Elizabeth Hopkins who was mar
home. Those present were Albert ried Tuesday to Dr. Geo. A Mc
Osgood, Jr., Bobby Bennett, Peter Cormack of Boston.
While in Boston the past week
Pallazola, Jimmy Calderwood, Delwyn Webster, Carolee Kranz, Susan Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Smith enjoyed
Webster and Valerie Orcutt, (Shar being with her son Kilton Vinal
on Healy was invited but was out Smith, U. S. Navy, who was on a
of town). The little ones were ac short leave, before reporting for
companied by their mothers. Tire duty.
Mrs. Abhy Hutchinson will en
table was prettily decorated with
a large May basket for a center tertain I,. Carver Relief Corps to-

Wac Fashions Model Tank

Washington, April 26.—The Di
rector cf Information of the U.
Department of Agriculture has sent
to me a little slip on which are list
ed the government publications
“For the Home Maker,” which are
available for me to send to consti
tuents. These include Farmers’
bulletins, Agricultural War Inform
ation ation Folders, and leaflets and
miscellaneous publications. The De
partment says it will furnish me
with a number of these lists so that
I may send them to constituents who
ask for them. The constituent may
i check with publications as desired
and the Department will send them.
The farmers’ bulletins range from
how
to remove stains from fabrics
A realistic model tank is prepared for use in indoor war games by a
and how to make jam to house
private, first class, of the Women's Army Corps. This Wac is filling one
cleaning management and methods
of the 239 Army assignments available to women who enlist now in the
WAC. Women who enlist now also may choose the station at which they
very timely for the Spring of year—
will serve, within certain geographic limits, following their basic training.
and cleaning and adjusting sewing
machines.
Mass., a Summer resident here, is
day.
The AWI series covers such things
Richard Walker went Sunday to recovering from a severe illness.
as vitamins, fats in wartime meals,
Portland.
Mrs. Sarah Chaplea and daughter
oven drying, how to take care of
Raymond Ames, IT. S. Navy is Doris of Rockland called Sunday on
household rubber, and cheese in war
training in New York.
Mr. and Mrs, Dwinal Stanley.
ft
Wallace Smith, U. S. Navy
Mrs. Newell McLain and infant time meals.
Saturday to report

for duty

MARTINSVILLE
Mrs. Herbert Pierson recently
spent a week in New York with
her daughter Avalene.
Ray Hupper of Rockland called
Sunday on friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Small are
improved after being ill with se
vere colds.
Mrs. Aaron Wall of Braintree,

35 36

:c now booking orders for Sexed
ght day old Rhode Island Red
from our Maine U. S Approved
n Clean Flock Hatches every
Order early for date pretferTclephone 33W.
HUGH W.
Rockland. Me
iktf
L louse for sale at Pleasant
ghts. water. Needs somo
e in TEL 553R.
' 34 36
p -.atoes Just arrived Sebago.
fountain and Cobblers In !00
bags. H H CRIE CO.. 328
, tel. 205. Rockland.
34-36
for sale, 1 acre land, good
would make ideal Summer
Call ALLARD PIERCE. 167-13.
________________ 34 37
3 dandy out-board motors, for
5 and 6 horse power, very
ft boat (newI. rather poor
use the above things, but a
fine time to buy them. I still
3d Electric train, table Model
ilnet Radios, Che same In VlcH B. KALER, Washington,
3 29. Home Sundays. 34-35
houses for sale, flower trelllHn fences.
BAYE S CRAFT

House

will

pay

for
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have united public opinion and helped clear away

people < . . in defeating the fascist blackguards whe

the debris of misunderstanding, confusion and petty

have tried to overrun the world.

bickering.

But already, as evidence of our readiness to make

The menace of black markets has run the gauntlet,

any sacrifice to defeat tyranny, there stand the in

challenged by the newspapers which keep us informed

and daily remind us that ceiling prices are a weapon
of war with which each of u<b must be armed.

The

The people of this land have been quick to do all

most critical news, has made it possible for us to move

in their power to speed freedom’s cause, because they

quickly—producing, fighting, and winning this war

are an informed people, thanks to the fighting columns

at every decisive turn.

of their newspapers.
Consider therefore, the value of your newspaper

Fighting columns—which have simplified and ex
plained the need for,

and methods of rationing

to you; its value to your community; by considering

it a champion of everything for which we are now

Fighting columns which have been able to salvage

fighting.

tons of scrap iron and fat from homes, farms, base

as you are representative of a Free People.

ments and attics.

gether unbeatable—you have much to give each other

Fighting columns, which have sold

the billions of dollars worth of War Bonds and Stamps

It is living evidence of a Free Press—just
To

—much to give the world!

KEY TO THE FOUR FREEDOMS-A FREE PRESS!

31tf

ref
W. 2300 or 2170, oamden.

achievement of the people of America ... a free

speed with which our newspapers bring us the world’s

Itself

l,?TE, llne 01 Glldden Time
ints f°r
Outside and
P-a-Lac enamels and Spred
ib e water-thin paint that
iixes
a good supply of
°n hand
SUNOCO
—Rockland. 30-40
>M house for sale or rent
iia 2oun‘>’ Road
JAME1
i39 Cumberland Ave., Port______28*35
!LE property
..1, AT

which are paying for the war! Fighting columns, which

Victory.

tears. Reni good condition
reasonable price. F. H.
££ k 1 ® ,lJ.______________ 33.35
A MOUTH for sale. 4-door
condition. TEL. CAMDEN
33*35
for sale TFT. 767J.
_________ _________ 31tf
RAI truck body for sale; also
er TEL 1396W______ 32-39
V.«e Bottom Boat 24x6 >2 for
fbaker motor. Inquire L. C.
L-.e au Haul. Me.
32*35
for sale of all kinds, also
c E GROTTON. 138
Tel

The future will show how great has been the final

and steel are being moulded into the implements of

V

5

essary hardship to families because
of the uncertainties of war.
• • • •

There will be an opportunity for
all young men in dhe Second Dist
rict, desiring to compete for Mili
tary and Naval Academy appoint
ment for 1945. to take a competitive
examination July 29. The examina
tion will be given at post offices
throughout the District. Any one
interested should write me for re
quirements before the first of June
so there will be no question about re
ceiving a letter of authorization in
time for the examination The age
limits for Annapolis are from 17 to
not more than 21 on April 1, 1945,
and for West Point 18 to not more
than 22 on April 1 of the year of
entrance.

Went On Rampage

Mrs. Cuddy Recalls An Ex
citing Circus Incident In
Hamden, Conn.

• • • •
son, Newell, returned home this
C. M. White, Chief of Division ol
week from Knox Hospital.
R. G. Ix-onard anti sister, Mrs. Markets, of Maine, has sent me a j
Mary Blackman of Hampden spent copy of a letter he has written to
two days at The Head recently.
Senator Tobey, of New Hampshire, i
Mrs. Montfort Hupper who is a,
who is a member of the Senate ,
surgical patient at Knox Hospital, '
|
is making favorable progress in re Banking and Currency Committee, 1
about the Price Control act which
covery.
An airplane
recognition class wDl soon come up for renewal.
started Tuesday at Wheelbarrow | People of Maine feel that the act
Farm, with Mrs. Harold Hui»P‘ <i' shouij provide for a judicial reinstructor.
___________ __ | view of grievances arising under the

FILL-

dustrial plants the nation over, where sweat and toil

WASHINGTON—AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

1TION, Cor Main and Winter

Cott St.
33»T 39
house for sale at Stickney's
Inquire at 1 FISH ST.,
On
34*35
rd 34-ton truck for sale (very
1939 Wlllys b-ton pick-up,
te new (darned good); 1939
Master 4 dr. sedan, heater,
id fine rubber (d----- Gcci);
>r Jack, and air Compressor, 3
i. H B KALER, WashlngIne. Tel. 5-25. Home Sundays.
_______ 34 35
ve in stock a few cattle water
rhe supply ls limited and you
in early We may have your
Wilson life-tested engine cr
doler. If Interested see us
W S. PILLSBURY & SON.
__________ ’________ 34-35
printing prses 7x11 for sale?
GUNTAN CO. 414 Main St.
_______________ 34tX
flrsl class Electric Wa#rhlngfor sale; 2 gas engine washilnes, 2 Electric Refrigerators,
electric motor 110 D. C. motor,
12 volt motor '« horse. H. B.
Washington, Me. TeJ. 5-25.
indays.
34.35
>N picture screen for sale?
roll type excellent quality.
pice. Ask K S. F., The Coutte Office.
34*35
’ piece pre war over-stuffed
ale. very fine Sterling upright
nail size) plenty of Oil Stoves,
mrners. one beautiful white
Ice refrigerators, 2 oil burnltchen ranges, electric lroner,
furniture. I have a very nice
typewriter, also a standard,
and 100 gal. Oil bbls 2 bbl
pd 4000 ether things too numentlon I buy, sell swap,
e. and I will give you value
for every dollar you spend
ou want a farm. I have It. If
a -mail place I have that too.
1LER. Washington. Me. TEL.
me Sundays.
34-35
IIC mixer for sale, mans
ather traveling bag. electric
toaster; mahogany 4-poster
spring, marble top tables,
ilna cabinet, child’s wood
ir. high chair with tray.
led I.-\FOLJ£Y. Sea St.
Tel. 515.
34*35
for sale—Appleton
Nearly
8 room house, barn, and
In excellent repair. May
furnished or unfurnished
, or without stock
Write
e Courier-Gazette.
34*35
’ll ng horses for sale. wt. 2900
rmlng implements. Tel 33W
LITTLES. West Meadow Rw.,
33 35
rimer home for sale, on Route
kport, over 2 acres. Modern
rnts. double garage. H I.
? - £?mdph ^2406
33U
located home for sale,
income of around $100.
on occupied by owner connice rooms, bathroom and
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New Haven (2) Conn.,
April 27.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Reading Broadbent’s "Couple of
Refractory
Elephants” in your
paper, carries me lack to the summer of 1928, when an elephant
known as "Ryo”, lielonging to
Ringling Bros.’ circus went an a
rampage.
We were living in Hamden at
that time and the "Big Top” was
pitched just lack of where we
act he said. "As the act now stands, lived, and the early arrival of the
j the O. P. A. itself makes the final circus train with all the noise of
unloading could easily keep one
decision and regardless of the effect awake and usually did. The larger
i of those decisions on the individual animals were carried through to
he has no recourse to an unpreju New Haven where they were un
diced court of law.
loaded and forced to walk ba^k
about
three miles enroute to the
Mr. White said that the whole
circus
field. I could be wrong
question of subsides is, in his opin
about
this,
hut it was reported
ion, full of danger. The subsides
t/hat Ryo killed a man in New
aim to keep the cost of living at a London prior to coming to New
low level to the consumer, yet the Haven.
inorease in the cost of production of
As the animals arrived opposite
the chief agricultural products of a nearby coal office, Ryo took this
Maine is due almost entirely to in as his favorite • spot to cut-up.
After stampeding six other ele
creased cost of labor.
Mr. White argues that with labor phants, the culprit went on a ram
page. A loaded open trolley was
receiving more income than ever be soon vacated as the passengers
fore in the history of the State, at scrambled for safety to nearby
least labor is better able to pay a houses. The elephant then turned
reasonable price for food products i his attention to an automobile in
than ever before. He thinks these | which a very frightened man wa
subsides are a contributory factor to j seated, and deftly lifted it from
the ground. Then, apparently hav
inflation.
He wants OPA to consult men in ing a change of mind he gently
lowered it back again. The gentle
the fruit and vegetable Industry so man lost no time in seeking a safer
that OPA rulings will be workable, place in which to park. Ryo’s mind
and that these which affect prices then centered on the coal office
of crops will be issued early enough for his next encounter. Seeing the
so that farmers may know what elephant heading their way, the
ceilings will be well in advance oj employees rushed from the build
ing and took to the coal pockets
the planting season.
in a stride.
He alko criticized the divided au
After a little destruction on his
thority now existing between the part, he was finally captured and
War Food Administration and the taken with the other animals to
OPA. WFA appears to be aware of the circus ground. When the tu
the difficulties under which pro mult had subsided he was put to
ducers labor and believes compensa work moving animal cages.
At 2.00 p. m. as the main tent
tory returns must be made to grow
was packed with people enjoying
ers to encourage production. But the show I, with friends, waited on
OPA recently indicated it would put the outside as word was passed
into effect a notionwide fiat-pricing around that something important
program at retail, with weekly roll was about to happen. In a short
backs or upward adjustments of time, and with no excitement
prices but not to exceed national whatever, Ryo shackled between
ceilings. In view of the fact that two elephants trudged doggedly to
a canvas enclosure where three
national ceilings are intended to shots fired by a skilled marksman
promote production, it is easy to see from Winchesters ended his career.
Mr. White says, that temporary gluts After removing the rear wheels
j under this plan might result in roll from a truck, it took the combined
backs which would work financial strength of 10 horses to haul him
I loss to the producer. Thus far, he onto the truck.
Ryo today is one of the great
i says, producers have exceeded all museum ffieces in one of the halls
requests for food production and at the Peabody Museum.
should not be treated thus unfairly,
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy.
These opinions, he says, have 37 Tilton Street.

been gathered from many contacts
with producers throughout the
State of Maine.

DON’T CHEAT FAMILY

• • • •

A lawyer in my district has sent
| me the suggestion that the preser
law be amended so that; “For pur! poses of dependency payments, a
’ member of the armed forces shall
, be conclusively presumed to be
i alive, either with his unit or re‘ ported missing in action, until his
death is officially recorded in the
: archives of the Army or Navy in
' Washington, and the date of such
I recording shall presume to be the
1 date of his death for determining
I the date of termination of depend! ency payments. . .” I have passed
; this on to the proper officials here
who are anxious to prevent unnec-

Save used kitchen fat for sal
vage by cheating the garbage
can. Even for munitions, the
government doesn't ask for pure
white bacon fat that is such fine
shortening for biscuits, or clear
fats you can re-use in gravies
and sauces. Fat Salvage is satis
fied with drippings from the
broiler you usually throw away,
or stew and soup skimmings
and the strongly flavored grease
from lamb, fish or meat cooked
with onions. Use fats first for
food, but what you can’t eat, sell
back to the meat dealer for cash
and ration points. Every drop
counts in the war effort. •

America’s Finer Tea

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Mabel (Brown) Felch, 55,
formerly of this community, died
April 21 in Worcester, Mass. She
was employed for many years as
a clerk at the Whitinsville Nation
al Bank, having retired last Janu
ary on account of ill health. She
was the daughter of Herbert and
Ida (Washburn) Brown, and her
only survivor is a brother Karl
L. Brown of Whitinsville.
Funeral services were held from
the residence, with services also at
the Congregational Church.
Rev. Horace G. Robbins, pastor
of the Village Church, was assisted
by Rev. Dr. Harold Metzner of
Union Methodist Church, Provi
dence, R. I.. Jaimes Colthart sang
sacred selections. Ix>roy F. Muzzy
was organ accompanist. Bearers
were Curtis M. Carr, cashier of
the National Bank, Fred Brown,
William Izongton and Louis P. Ken
ney. Burial was in Pine Grove
Cemetery with Morton H. Carr in
charge.

MRS. GEORGIA SNOW
Mrs. Georgia Snow who died
April 23 at the home of her son,
Carl, in Berlin, N. H., was the
(laughter of the late George and
Melvina (Mahoney) Small.
Born
in East Boston, Nov. 23, 1871, she
spent her girlhood there. The fam
ily, natives of Maine, returned to
their home in Northport after her
school days were over. The daugh
ter met and married
Herbert
Snow of this place in 1891. They
made their home on the Snow
Farm on the Marsh road After
Mr. Snow's death several years ago,
Mrs. Snow came to the village to
reside.
Mrs. Snow was a woman of fine
character, public spirited, a kind
and helpful neighbor and a de
voted wife and mother. She was
a member of Miriam
Rebekah
Ttodge of Rockland, For-get-menot Chapter, O.E.S., and Wessaweskeag Grange. She was also a faith
ful worker in the church here.
Deceased had passed her Winters
with her son Carl and his wife in
New Hampshire. They gave her
every attention and care.
Other survivors are another son,
Clarence, of Revere, Mass., four
grandchildren, Robert Gregory of
Portland, Carlene Snow of Berlin,
Mrs. Virginia Preslopski of Ports
mouth and Charles Snow of the
Merchant Marine; also three great
grandchildren.
Services
were held Tuesday
from the home amid a profusion
of
flowers.
Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald
officiated.
Bearers
were Bert Gregory, Robert Gregory,
Judson Putman and Gilford Butler.
The Eastern Star ceremony was
given by the local Chapter.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Ix-land Morton went Tues
day to New York where she will
visit for a week witli relatives.
Roddy Elwell Sic returns today
to Great Duck Island bight Sta
tion after a six days’ leave spent
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

L. C. Elwell.
Walter Taylor of Wallingford.
Conn., is at his cottage on Spruce
Head Island for a week, and with
the help of Jesse Allard, is pre
paring for occupancy the house in
South Thomaston which he re
cently bought.
Church services have been re
sumed after the Winter recces and
will be held at the usual time in
Union Chapel, with Rev. Ernest
Smith of Rockport presiding.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald York have
bought a house in Clark Island
and will reside there soon.
Norman D. Hatch and Frank
Mills returned Wednesday to Sau
gus, Mass., after opening the Hatch
Summer home for the season. Mr.
Hatch and family will return in
about 10 days.
Mrs. Cassie Mclxiod has returned
home from Quincy, Mass., where
she spent the Winter with rela
tives.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Stimpson
are moving to Martinsville on the
Glenmere road.

Buy War Bonds
to ua

y

•For Future Needs*
subscribe to The Courler-Oaxette.
$3 00 a year

MARy

LOU.

THE MARVELOUS

CAKE BAKER
'■ SAYSIn your favorite recipe,
use Hearth Club Baking
Powder -high quality at low
cost — a Rumford product
that thousand* of thrifty
housewives are switching to.

SAIADA
In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer’s

VAU/AMf COUPON ON JACM CAN

Tuesday-Friday
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Rockland, Warren Whitney, Theo
dore Strong, Carl Morse, Edward
Miller and Sumner Ward.
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GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
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Mayflower Temple I*. S. will
meet Friday at 7.30 at which time
degrees are to he conferred upon
two candidates. There will he a
program and refreshments.
The
officers and members of degree
staff are asked to wear white.
Mrs. Elbridge Grafton anti daugh
ter Delira, are occupying their home
on Brooklyn Heights.
Mrs. Gladys Cullen arrived home
Faturday after a week's visit to
New York. She has resumed her
duties at John Bird Co., Rockland.
Mrs. Cora Robinson left Saturlay for Lyndonville, Vt. where she
will visit her brother and sister-inlaw. Mr. and Mrs. \\'. N. Robinson.
She will also visit her sister, Mrs.
Howard Batchelder in Weymouth.
Miss Helen I* Carver and Mrs.
Ruth G. Rockwell returned home
Friday night after a visit In Tortland.
A number of pupils of the Sen
ior Class /have started working on
a three-act play called
"Wings
Over Washington”, to be given
May 29. This >2 under the super
vision of Miss Thayer, English
teacher.
Mrs. Ragna Hanson of Brooklyn,
N. Y. and Mrs. Anna Aarnaga of
Rahway, N. J. have returned home
after a visit with the latter’s sis
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Swanholm.
Harold F. l>ana has bought the
Nicholas J. Anzolone house, Dunn
street and with Mrs. Dana and
sons, James and John, will oc
cupy it within a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey It. Kelley
and two children returned to their
home in Lynville, (’enter, Mass.
Saturday after a week’s visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Barton.
Miss Gwendolyn Barlow, manager
of the First National Store,
Is
having a two weeks vacation. She
left Sunday for Lynnville Ceter,
Mass, to visit her sister, Mrs. Har
vey Kelley.
Roy It. Bell is on two weeks va
cation from his duties as guard at
the Maine State Prison. He left i
Saturday for a visit with hos
brother, Charles Bell in Rockland,
Mass, and relatives in Whitman.
Mass.
Owing to no gauze there is no
work in the Red Cross Surgical
dressings room today or Wednes
day.
The Contract Club will meet
Friday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. WlWiam Flint. Miss Lizzie
Levansaler won the highest score
and Mrs. Helen Dana low. Mrs.
Ixjvansaler will be hostess to the
club next Friday.
The Baptist I.adies Circle 'will
serve supper Wednesday at 6.00
o’clock. The Junior choir will
give a Western program at 7.15.
The public‘is invited. A collection
will be taken for church and* War
Music benefit. The youthful talent
will include Misses Diana Sawyer,
Andrey Young, Joan Young, Ixmise
Spear, Jean Williams, Charlene
Spalding and Jacqueline Snow of

STOMACH
’p^

J

I

0
Never upset an upset stomach with
overdoses of antacids or harsh phys
ics. Be gentle with it. Take soothing
PEPTO-bismol. Not a laxative. Not
an antacid. It calms and soothes your
upset stomach. Pleasant to the taste
—children love it. Ask your druggist
for pepto-bismol* when your stom
ach is upset.
*R

U. S. P» t Off.

FOR

USE

CLEANEJL

GRANGE CORNER
Neva Items from all
tho Pa
tron* of Husbandry are welcomed
here.
a
Pleasant River Grange confer
red the first and second degrees
Wednesday on five candidates, Ger
ald Mossman, Cassie Small, Mari
lyn Martin, Clara Hutchinson ami
Alice Hanley. Supper was served.
There will be balloting at the
meeting May 3.
• • •
Knox Pomona Grange meets
Saturday in Appleton. This pro
gram will be presented:
Song.
Grange; address of welcome, Ur
ban Trask; response, Justin Ames;
roll call answered by officers:
reading, Ada Lucas; music, Mar
garet Robbins: quiz, members:
speaker. Past State Master Ardine
Richardson: reading, Edifh Gur
ney; closing thought, Maude Overlock: song. e
• • • •
Contest programs were in order at
Megunticook Grange the past fort
night, the losing side to serve re
freshments to the winners. Har
old Nash was Captain of one side
and Marston Beverage, the other,
Wednesday, the program consisted
of a village school: Edna Start,
school mistress;
Harold Nash,
superintendent; visiting mothers,
Mrs. Hnima Simmons and Bertha
Annis.
The pupils were Mabel Whyte,
Myrtle Blake,
Ixnilse
Dunbar,
Barbara Daucette, Mildred Philbrook, Sally Ixird, Charles Lord,
Haloid Robinson, Lawrence Grant,
and Herbert Gould. The usual
routine of school was carried out
to the amusement of the audience.
These numbers were given: Mu
sical numbers, Charles and Sally
Lord; contest by Ixuiise Dunbar;
dance number, "Tiptoe through the
Tulips”, Lois Daucette and Harold
Robinson; tableau, “Paul Itevere’s
Ride”, Bertha Annis; singing by
all with Lydia Inman as pianist
for both sides.
The second program was put on
by Mr. Beverage April 26 and was
especially funny: Humorous read
ing, Nathan Hopkins; skit, three
elderly ladies in old fashioned
gowns in a funny interpretation of
the
Camden Herald. The skit
closed with an Irish Jig.
The
ladies were Mary Nash, May
Young and Gertrude Waterman.
Next a humorous reading was giv
en by Marston Beverage; lullaby
by a colored mammy, May Young,
singing her pickaniny to sleep:
contest bird bingo by Hazel , Clark
won by Lydia Inman; patriotic tab
leau, with reading by Lucia Hop
kins—Uncle Sam, Bertha Annis;
Liberty. Bessie Robinson;
Red
Cross Nurse, Gertrude Waterman;
Faith and Hope, Elizabeth Morton,
and Alice Grant. A second tab
leau was similar to the first with
an addition of the farmers. Marsten I.. Beverage, Nathan Hopkins,
The judges were the Court of
Pomona, Mrs. Sara Young. Mrs.
Elizabeth Morton and Jessie Bever
age. Harold Nash's team was an
nounced the winner.

STATION
532 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
30-tf
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ried at Belfast Aug. 14. 1937. Bur
rows for heRant.
Dorothy E. Bennett from Loren
W. Bennet. Jr., both of Camden,
married at Union March 13, 1938.
Burrows for libellant.
Ella A. Golden from John W.
Golden, both of Rockland, married
at Rockland June 15, 1932. Smal
ley for libellant.
Loren W. Bennett. Jr., from
Dorothy E. Bennett, both of Cam
den, married at Union March 13,
1938. Gillmor for libellant.
Jeanette R Twitchell from Nor
ris O Twitchell. both of Camden,
married at Berlin, N. 1H.. Oct. 30,
1937. Gillmor for libellant.
Ruth H. Dennett of Reokland
from G. Bradley Dennett of Gor
ham married at Portsmouth, N. H.,
July 12. 1938. Burrows for libellant.
Anna E. Thorndike from William
H. Thornd.ke, both cf Rockland,
married at Boston, Sept. 11, 1924.
Dwinal for libellant
Norris O Twitchell from Jean
ette R. Twitchell, both of Cam
den. married at Berlin. N. H., Oct.
30, 1937. Strout for Libellant.

John James, a lobster dealer, who
has been located at Boothbay Har
bor is now occupying “Sunset
Lodge,” which he recently bought
through the Freeman S. Young
agency. The former owners were
Eugene and Flornce Tinker.
Charles C Wood returned' Friday !
from New York where he attelded '
a meeting at Hotl Commodore.

Buy War Bonds and stamp*

Deserved Tribute Paid To
Lieut. Merritt — Getting
Ready For The Cleanup

Last Friday night in Rockland,
memorial services were held for
Everett S Merrill who has been Lieut. Frederick D. Merritt. V. S.
confined to his home fcr the past A. A, F., who was "killed in ^action
four months is new able to be over France. In a sense, every
Camden pictorial booklet now is
about town.
The Try To Help Club will meet sued by this Chamber, is a mem
Monday with Miss Helen Small. orial to "Freddy" Merritt. For the
large “picture map” which is the
Members will take refreshments.
outstanding feature of the pictor
Mrs. Clyde Simonds has returned ial folder was designed and drawn
from Alarka, N. C. where she has by him. Copies in biack and white
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Grover and in color, hang on the walls of
many Camden homes and cottages,
Simonds.
mns and hotels. And in answer to
Cpl. Edgar Simonton has re
requests for information about
turned to Camp Marshall, N. C. Camden it has gone to every state
after spending a short furlough at in the Union.
home.
Fred was a graduate of the
Mrs. L. T. Spear Jr. and Mrs. School of Practical Art, of Boston.
Thalice Goodridge and children are He made the map for us and would
never take a cent of pay though
in Boston for two weeks’ stay.
Hrs. Emma Small is 111 at her it took many hours of his time to
do it. "I’d like to do something
Main street home.
for Camden", he said. That’s the
Prank Flanders is a medical pa kind of fellow he was.
tient at the Murray Home, Camden.
The
memory
of his kindly
Sgt. Harvey Crockett, who has thoughtfulness, merry, happy dis
been spending a short furlough at position and upright character will
his home has returned to Camp live with those who knew him.

Cook, Calif.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs.. Nina
Carroll.
The date for the annual fair of
the Baptist Ladies Circle has been
set for July 26.
(Mrs. Maynard Ingraham is visit
ing relatives in Waltham, Mass.
The Red Cross rooms will be
open Tuesday afternoon and everung for work on surgical dress
ings.
Mrs. Ella Overlock Is ill at her
home on Commercial street.
(Mrs. Minetta Paul is a surgical
patient at the Camden Commun
ity Hospital as the result of a brok
en hip.
Methodist Sunday School will
meet at 10 o’clock Sunday and at
the morning worship service of the
church, the pastor, Rev. P. Ernest
Smith, w’ill speak on ‘fLearning
Leadership from the Master." At
the evening service at 7 o’clck the
theme will be “Fullness of Joy."
There will be Gospel hymns and
good fellowship at this service.

ft ft ft ft

MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
■A. XX XV xx
XX. XX

The National Thespian Society
will meet next Wednesday at 7 30
p. m The meeting will include in
itiation, program, refreshments, and
plans for the annual banquet.

By AERonco

Mrs Mabel Hunter of Portland is
visiting for a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Burgess at their home
cn Mechanic street.

George (Buddy) Chapin has been
accepted for the Navy and left
Thursday for Portland and Samp
son, N. Y . where he will have his
boot training.
Robert Cain is awaiting call, after
passing the physical examination
last week. He expects to enter the
Navy.
John Felton, Jr., lias returned
home from Community Hospital,
where he was a surgical patient.
Edward Manning of the U. of M.
spent the week-end at the home cf
his parents, (Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Manning. Pfc. Henry Manning, US.
Army is passing a furlough with his
parents.
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., was
given a surprise birthday party at
the parsonage Saturday night by
members of the Young People’s
Fellowship. He received a gift from
the group. Ice cream and cake
were served.

reaching their freshwater spawn
ing grounds.
Under the new program, '^|Fch
will extend over several years, it
In An Attempt To Increase is believed by the Sea and Shore
Annual Catch Of Alewives Fisheries Dejiarttnent that the an
nual catch of this ftah can he in
As a preliminary effort to in creased.
About 3..">00.000 pounds of ale
crease the production of alewives
in Maine the Sea and Shore Fisher wives were taken on the Maino
coast in 1913.
ies Department is making surveys
of coastal brooks anil streams with
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
a view to the possible construction
of new fishways. Commissioner
Greenleaf states.
Thomas McKinney, fish culturest
of the department has surveyed
several streams in South Bluehill
and Surrey where hotli natural and
man made obstructions were block
Save the interior of your
ing the schooling fish from spawn
ing grounds in the fresh water
car
ponds. Plans arc being drawn up
for the construction of adequate
fishways at both these spots and
We have a complete stock
the work will begin as soon as the
of Seat Covers to fit any
water level permits.
Surveys by both tho Sea and
car
Shore Fisheries Department and
88T9G
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice in 1913 found that alewives
production, all along the coast
was dropping off because dams,
rockfalls and improperly construct
ed fishways were keeping great
numbers of the spawning fish from

New Fishways Needed

SEAT COVERS^

America Is Still
the Land of
Plenty ....

Spring Clean-Up

• • • •

AERO QUIZ

Guests Sunday of Mr and1 Mrs.
Ralph Wilson were Mr and Mrs.
Maxwell Young and daughter, Bev
erly of Rockland.
Margaret Wadsworth is a surgical
patient at Community Hospital.
F. W. Miller has returned home
after being a medical patient at
Community Hospital.
MaJbel Grey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Grey of Washington
street died Tuesday. She was elev
en years cf age and in Grade 6 She
is survived by her parents, a broth
er, Franklin; and a sister, Bernice;
Funeral services were held Friday
at the home with Rev. William E
Berger officiating. Interment was
in the Mountain Street ceme
tery.
Misses Frances Dailey and Anna
Galanti spent a day in Bangor re
cently. Sidney McKeen and Wal
ter Wadsworth accompanied Wal

Don’t know whether Alton Blackington started it with his remark
at Waltham that "Camden is the
cleanest and most attractive town
in New England” .... but, the
next thing we Knew, here on the
desk was a bulletin about "Patrol
Street
Sweepers.”
Guess the
manufacturer figures the town has
a lot to live up to, and ought to
be a good prospect for a sale!
It looks now as though Spring
Clean-up Week would be sched
uled for May 8. Percy Luce,
Cleanup Chairman of the Fire Pre
vention Committee, says the street
schedule for pick-up of inflam
mable rubbish will be announced
in an early issue. Paper and tin
cans for salvage will also he col
lected by the towrn trucks at the
same time.

perative matters require attention”.
—The C. of C. Reporter.

WOMEN’S FIELD ARMY

Tel. 2340

Camden at Hingham
Edwin Anderson, Principal of
Lincoln High School at Hingham,
Massachusetts, and brother of A.
L. ("Carney") Anderson, hasn’t
forgotten his old home town. He
gave the Hingham Rotary Club a
talk recently about Maine in gener
al, and, in particular, about the
town "where the mountains meet
I the sea”, illustrating it with pict
ures in color projected on a large
I screen. Following his talk, several
of the Hingham Rotarians spoke
to him about stopping here while
sailing along the Maine Coast, and
of the attractiveness of this town.

From Our Mailbag
Inquiries for "iMUisekeeping cab
ins” come from Lincolnville, Kan
sas; New York City and Norwood,
Mass.
A “Navy wife” in Miami whose
husband is being transferred here,
asks about housekeeping accom
modations.
Information about vacation ac
commodations is requested
by
persons in Millville and Upper
Montclair, N. J.; Baltimore, Bos
ton and Homestead, Penn.
Camden folders and maps are
requested in notes from New York
ami Rockland. A lady in Boston
asks if Camden is full of war
workers and if so would it be a
patriotic duty to stay away until
after the war.
From Richard E Vernor, Chair
man of the National Fire Waste
Council come congratulations upon
winning' national recognition in the
recent Fire Prevention contest.
Camden is "to be especially com
mended for this during these criti
cal days when so many other im

ter's mother to Portland Saturday
morning and returned home in the
afternoon.

CAMDEN

Tel. 2229

Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Libby
of Manchester, N. H., who have
been spending ten days at their
Amesbury Hill cottage, have re
turned home.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Josephine
Wooster.
Frank W. Flanders, who moved
here about six years ago from
Searsport, died early Saturday
morning at the Murray Home,
Camden. The remains were imme
diately taken to Searsport for fune
ral and burial.
Fred A. Norwood, W.R.C., who
for the past few months have been
holding their weekly meetings at
tlx* homes of members, will re
sume meetings at the G.A.R. hall
next Friday.
The G. W. Club will meet Thurs
• ■ • •
day with Mrs. Fannie Thompson.
Ocean View Grange' of MartinsHarbor IJs-ht Chapter O. E. S.,
villed conferred the third and meets tonight.
fourth degrees Monday ntght on
The Red Cross rooms will he
five candidates.
open this afternoon and evening
for work on surgical dressings.
Sgt. Malcolm Crockett, who has
In Superior Court
been spending a few days furlough
here, has returned to Camp Cooke,
(Continued from Page One)
Calif.
Delmont E. Butler from Linda L.
Mrs. Harvey Crockett of Thomas
Butler, both of Warren, married at ton, Ixingdon Crockett and son,
RctkviUe, Maryland. Sept. 10, 1937. Robert of Rockland and Frank
Otis and Harmon fOT libellant.
Thomas of Camden were guests
Ruth C. Raye of Appleton from Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Vernon L. Raye of 'Rockland, mar Crockett.

CAMDEN

SUNOCO SERVICE

a

E. A. CJHAMFNEY
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And This Clever Young Housewife Knows It!
It’s no secret that this efficient little woman is in cahoots with her grocer!

O'-

She began her shopping for

a bountiful dinner last night, while carefully reading our ad of the day—and meal-planning"1accordingly!

9&

Today her time needn’t be wasted "shopping” four or five stores: she has bought efficiently in one. She knows

what we have in stock, because we keep her informed as to what is available—so she can easily replace those
things not available, in menu plans.
■**.

•

Our conscientious service—and her methodical spending of valuable ration ^points combine to result in
appetizing meals to satisfy the hungriest of husbands!

/. FROM WHAT SOURCE DID THE
INSPIRATION FOR DIVE-BOMBING
ORIGINATE?

X HOW DOES A PARACHUTE
BOMB REACT WHEN MEETING
AXIS SOIL?

When we haven’t the red meats or tinned foods she wants—it is only because they’re unobtainable.
Instead she serves tender poultry delectably stuffed with an enriched bread dressing—spaghetti with a

delicious pot cheese blending.

Caribbe:

Steamed fresh vegetables baked with white sauce and crusty with bread

crumbs topping.

FRIDAY
4

Fresh fruits and vegetables in season replace canned.

Other protein foods replace meats.

And the
llM

delicious, well balanced meals you can serve your family will nurture contentment in spite of rationing and

3. HOW ARE FLEDGLING BOMBER PILOTS
taught to identify

Every woman can be clever about wartime meals—and get results!

Foreign aircraft

__ AT AN INSTANT »

JA-

4. WHY HAS NO-MAN’S LAND OF „

WORLD WAR! DISAPPEARED?

/• A PIGEON-THE "ORIENTAL SHARPSHOOTER".
2. IT DETONATES WITH GREAT LATERAL PRESSURE- THEREBY

SPREADING DfSCRUCTION FURTHER.
3. BY ACTUAL PLANE MODELS, BUH.T To SCALE.
4. BECAUSE OF PLANES AtlD GLIDERS .»

some shortages!

ttll

THIS IS IMPORTANT!
Most delivery boys have gone to war! Save
tires, gasoline, time and trouble by carrying
small packages.

LAST Tl

Ration stamps once spent are gone forever.
Balance your point budget and you won’t be
caught short.

X
The American Grocery

jOi1-

Tel.
S92

Tuesday-Friday
nc their freshwater spawnounds.
fer the new program,
txt. nd over several yean^ it
joved by the Sea and Shore
lies Department that the an•atcli of this fl»h can be in
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|it 3,500,000 pounds of alewere taken on the Maino
In 1913.

War Bonds and Stamps

T COVERS.
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the interior of your]
car
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Matters

An informal reception was held at, Miss Beverly Havener, who is emtheBck Home for Nurses .last night ^oyed
the telephone office at
for Mrs. Donald Russell, R. N„ new Presque Isle, spent the week-end
superintendent of Knox Hospital with her parents, Mr. »nd Mr^
and for Miss Mary R. Osborne, R.N., Francis E. Havener, Sr. Miss Ha\director cf the School of Nursing. cner returned yesterday, making
Members cf the hospital staff, in t.ie trip from Bangor by plane.
cluding physicians, surgeons, nurses
technicians and trustees were pres
Mrs. Jetson Dyer, daughter Mrs.
ent.
Joseph Boyd, Jr., and granddaugh
ij There was group singing by those ter, Cecelia, were overnight guests
**present and vocal and piano selec- at the home of Peter Edwards entions by Dr Harold C. Jameson, [route to their North Haven home
Refreshments were served under the after a visit in Washington D. C,
direction of Miss Margaret Adams, I and Tennesee.
dietician.

lave a complete stock
|eat Covers to fit any)

----------

|

-------’
j Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cook of AuMrs Grace A. Perry, who spent burndale, Mass., spent the week-end
the Winter with her brother. May- with their daughter, Miss Charlotte
r.ard S Oxton, has returned to her [Cook, organist and pastor’s assisthome in Rockville.
ant at the First Baptist Church.

Mrs Rose Hupper of Martins
ville. a frequent contributor of
pcems to The Courier-Gazette, is
at Knox Hospital making a good
recovery fcllcwing a surgical op
eration. She will return home the
last of the week.

Instead of having the annual
luncheon this year the Maine Wo
men’s Club of New York is joining
The Maine Society of New York at
a shore dinner, to be held Thursday
night, at Hotel Croyden, 12 East 8S
street, New York City.

Browne Club will meet Friday
At the annual meeting of the
night with Mrf, Helen D. Perry, Maine Women’s Club, held in April
Summer street.
the following officers were re
elected: President, Miss Emma E.
Mrs Eleanor Stinson of Freeport,
Irish, 1st vice president. Miss Vic
Long Island, N. Y., is visiting her
toria M. Bouthot, 2nd vice president,
father, Charles E. Walmsley.
Miss Iva B. Willis, treasurer, Mrs.
Rubcnstien Club will hold its an F. J. Cullingworth, recording sec
nual meeting at the home of Miss retary. Miss Beulah E. Withee, cor
Margaret Simmons, Masonic street responding secretary, Mrs. Jay G
Friday night. Plans for the Maine Willson, auditor, Mrs. Walter E.
Federation of Music Clubs conven- Mathews.

■

, tion to be held here May 25-27 will
^bc considered.

Ralph P. Conant, who was in
Boston last week on business, visit
Women’s Educational club meets ed his daughter, Mrs. Walter Pick
Friday at 3 o’clock in the Univers- ett in Quincy.
salist vestry. Probate Judge Harry
E. Wilbur will speak in the after- Miss Barbara B. Putney of Lexroon and Miss Anderson of Wash- .^n&l°n> Mass., who teaches French
ington, D. C., will speak in the ,and Spanish at Kent’s Hill, was
week-end guest of Miss Marion O.
evening.
Ludwick.
Diligent Dames of the Congrega
Miss Madoline Mahoney, on va
tional Church will meet with Mrs.
Roland G. Ware Thursday after- , cation from her duties as cashier at
neon. Mrs. Charles A. Emery will Perry’s Park street market, and Mrs.
Arthur Riggs, left yesterday fcr a
be assisting hostess.
two-weeks’ visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Elizabeth S. Hager, super Willard Berry in Atlantic City, N.J.
visor of music in the Holden Mass.,
Mrs. Harold K. Simmons of Arl
schools, is spending the week at her
ington, Mass., has been the guest of
home in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Patterson
are in Boson, taking in the Red-Sox
have returned from Flushing, N. Y..
Washington baseball series.
where they have been spending
several weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
R. L. Esslinger.

The Rockland Society of the Hard
of Hearing will meet Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Bessis Hewett.
Members may board the 1.45 bus.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
second floor, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
9tf

An innovation of the Friday after
noon meeting of the service men's
wives was the appearance at the
club of Lieut. Leon R. White with
Ais wife and five year old daughter
JoAnn, home on 3O-days' furlough
from Fort MClellen, Ala., after an
interval of a year. The ladles arose
in a series cf sengs, and Jo-Ann enin a series of songs, and JoAnn en
tertained with a specialty number
to climax a happy session for all.
The Whites went immediately to
Belfast to visit Mrs. White’s parents
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Pilley.

U. Of M. Professor Gives
New Ideas About Maine
Resources—Soldier
Guests

33-36

SPRING

—LAST TIMES TODAY—
¥ou owe it to yourself to see this
dynamic story of today’s big
croblem . . . Child Delinquency!

Guests last week cf Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert. A. Kirk, Camden street,
were, Miss Annette Haskell, R. N.,
and Miss Evelyn Kirk. R N., of
Miles Memorial Hospital, Dama
riscotta; Mark Throssel, ART,
U. S. Navy, Brunswick; James
Sullivan and Russell Andrews of
the cutter, Kickapoo; Ronald Hol
man, MM2c , of Somerville, Mass.,
Roy Schmitz, S3c, of Chicago, and
Ralph Fcgg, Sic, of Baltimore.

Mr. and Mrs. Esten Blake of Au
gusta were week-end guests of Mr.
Blake's paents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles D Blake of Gay street place

her shopping for
Ining accordingly!

|n one. She knows

PM®

With An AU Star Cast Headed by
JACKIE COOPEK

ibine to result in

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
—Double Hit Program—
Taking Hugh for
a ride...and you
for a joy ride! >
I

[re unobtainable,
spaghetti with a

rusty with bread

t Its

And the

OIL
PERMANENTS

a

6R£ AT

leats.

At a Price That Is Sure To
Please You
INDIVIDUALIZED

LIFE

of rationing and
with BLONDIE
AND THE BUMSTEADS
Penny SINGLETON * Arthur LAKE
Larry SIMMS * Hugh HERBERT

Including Razor Cut,
Shampoo, and Set

GILBERT’S

BEAUTY SALON
PHONE 142
375 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
29Ttf

“THE O'HARA BOB’’ is this youthful, easy-to-fix hairdo, created spe
cially for Shirley O'Hara, soon to
be seen in RKO Radio's “Seven
I Days Ashore,’’ by Hazel Rogers,
head hainlrrsocr at RKO.
Short,
brushed up around the head to
form an aura, the front it marked
by soft bangs.

[one forever.

WANTED

>u won't be

Marble top tables, grape or rose chairs, sofas of all
types, old china, glass, and hooked rugs. Write or
telephone Clarence N. Flood, dealer in old furni

ture and glass, 72 Bath Street, Bath, Me. Tel. 567.
33-36
..................

ii ■■■

■

.............

Park Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Rotary Club

Paul Cloke, Dean of the College of
Technology’ at the University of
Maine, a past president of the Ban
gor Rotary Club, gave a very inter
esting and informative talk before
Rotarians and guests Friday on the
Mrs. Marion Mun,sey of Grove topic. “Some New Ideas about
street entertained her supper club Maine Resources.’’
Dean Cloke. who has been at the
Saturday night, honor guests being
Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Peterson of , University 18 years, has, with assisPcrtland. who were visiting Mrs >nce c<f members of his department,
investigated me possibilities of the
Margaret Perry. Union street.
mining of feldspar for commercial
Eliot R. Duncan of Danvers. Mass purposes; a new way of canning
is a guest this week of Mr. and Mrs. sardines, with the utilization of
Walter T Duncan. He was accom intra-fred heat; new ways of pre
panied here by his daughter, Con paring wood; manganates, the most
stance Duncan, who returned yes- valuable in the United States, in
terday. Miss Duncan who is em Aroostook County; mica, used for
ployed at the office of the quarter- electric insulation; sulphide of iron
master’s corps, U.S. Army, Common near Mount Katahdin; clays for all
wealth avenue, Boston, is to be types of ceramic wares; sunflower
sworn in as a WAVE, June 9, and seeds from which oil may be ex
will commence her training at Hun tracted; blueberry and cranberry
ter College, New York.
juice for beverages, and peat which
may be dried and cut and burned
Mrs. Maud Gould of Portland is in furnaces and stoves, producing
visiting her cousin, Miss Blanche intense heat.
Ingraham of Masonic street.
Dr. Cloke said that the New Eng
land Industrial Research Founda
County Attorney and Mrs. Stuart tion, and the Maine Development
C. Burgess are orcupying their re Commission were both using the
cently acquired residence (formerly i facilities of the University of Marie
the Raymond E. Thurston house at for research along several lines. He
lill Summer street.) The phone call mentioned that Dupont spent ten
is 1464.
million dollars for research alone,
last year.
Miss Annie M. Frost leaves today
President Joseph W. Rcbinscn
to spend the month of May with rel greeted Leforest A. Thurston, back
atives in Attleboro and Taunton, from several weeks’ stay in St.
Mass.
Petersburg. Fla., and announced
Mrs. Harold Halligan was honor that Dr. Alvin W. Foss, having re
guest at a party given recently at tired from active practice of his
he home of Mrs. Peter Edwards profession now takes the classifica
Limerock, sreet. Guests bidden were tion of ‘‘Past Service.’’
Sgt. Albert Emery was guest of
Mrs. Carl Nelson, Mrs. Herbert Wood
his
father, Charles A. Emery, and
Mrs. LeRoy Kalloch Mrs.| Charles
Edwin
K. Jones, E. M. 3c. U.S. Navy
Wood Mrs. Willard Hart, Mrs. Ray
was
guest
of his father, Lucius E.
mond Bucklin, Mrs. Charles Ma
Jones.
There
were five visiting Ro
honey, Mrs. Isaac Hooper. Mrs.
Merrill Morang, Mrs. Roger Rhoad- tarians; Dean Cloke, cif Bangor;
es.Mrs. Austin Huntley, Mrs. Donald Victor Elmore, Gilbert Harmon and
Huntley Mrs Clarence Haraden, Pearl O. Willey of Camden and
Mrs. George W. Wood, Mrs. Palmer Sanford Fisher of Boston.
Officers nen^nated at a previous
Pease, Mrs. Harry E. Wilbur, Mrs.
Mlcheal Halligan, Mrs. Leon Fickett meeting, Were unanimously elected.
Mrs. Emil Lehto, Mrs. James Sulli Elmer B. Crockett will head the or
van- Miss Josephine Halligan, Miss ganization for the year commenc
Greta Nelson and Miss Joann Ed ing July 1. and others elected were:
wards. Mrs. Halligan received many Horatio C. Cowan, Sr., vice presi
dent; Herbert C. Newbegin, trea
dainty and lovely gifts.
surer; Louis A. Walker, secretary,
Mrs. Alden P. Allen of Hope, Mrs. and Harold P. Blodgett and Jerome
Lillian A. Weaver and Miss Estelle C Burrows, directors.
Bartlett, were guests Thursday of
Kelle.v B. Crie led the song session
Mrs. Nellie Fish and Miss Laura with Stafford M. Congdon at the
Fish at The Lauriette.
piano. Dean Cloke was introduced
by Allan F McAlary. program
Spencer Foundation Garments
chairman for April.
E’.mer B.
individually designed supports for
Crockett
will
be
in
charge
cf pro
all needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh,
grams
during
the
month
of
May.
233 Broadway. Tel. 203-W.

BEAUTY

tsily replace those
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This And That

By K. S. F.

‘We’ll be riding in command cars
when we win,
We’ll be riding in command fcars
when we win,
We’ll have golden plates to eat off.
We’ll march the sergeant s feet off,
Oh, there wc-n’t be any corporals
when we win.
When they ask to do their piddin’
We will answer are you kiddin’?
There won’t be any corporals when
we win!”
• • • •
It’s simply great to be important
but it’s much more important to be
great. Think that over.
• • • •
The refuge from pessimism is the
good men and women at any time
existing in the world—they keep
faith and happiness alive.
....
A time for patience. People are
often jittery these days, nervous
over loved ones in this war, uncer
tain of the future. They are rushed
and forget their natural pleasant,
courteous manners. Just whistling
in the dark at times,
and in trying
j
to keep on an even keel, they bluff
it out. Hard work is good for one
but it distracts and is not conducive
to smooth going and at times may
cause mistakes in deportment. Don’t
try to show them up or blow them
up but try plenty of patience and a
cheery word and watch the frown
disappear and the smile reward.
• ♦ • •
The Christian Science Monitor
asks: “Do any of our older children
remember the days when calves were
simply a dairy-farm surplus and
veal, including calves liver, was the
cheapest thing in the butcher shop?
One of the children (age 75) remembeed when she bought all she
wanted cf calves liver for ten cents
a pound (other liver was 5 cents a
pound) and she paid 10 cents a pair
for sweetbreads.
• • • •
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey has proved
that silence is golden and that he
knows when it is wise to keep his
mouth shut.
• • • •
Ah, sing, sweet blue bird, sing!
Sing on the wings of morning,
Singing as you soar cn wing
Sing to the world ‘tis dawning.
» ♦ • •
Are owls common in this section?
* ♦ • ♦
I hope the evil minded have had
their fling at Charlie Chaplin and
will now let him alone. He has
stood too much.
• • • •
They are calling for more Army
chaplains. A fine chance for men
to serve even if a bit too ol dto fight.
• ♦ • •

When Jesse Lasky was busy in
his research for the Mark Twain
picture he came across a story that
is worth retelling. It happened
when Twain was editing a western
newspaper and a subscriber wrote
him saying he had found a spider
folded inside his paper. The sub
scriber asked if that meant good or
bad luck.
Twain wrote back: “Binding a
spider in your paper did not mean
either good luck or bad for you.
The spider was merely looking to
see which merchants advertised so
that he could go to the store of one
who did not build his web over the
door, and remain peaceful and un
disturbed for the rest of his days.
• • • •
Isn’t it true that the measure of
the w’orth of man or woman is not
merely the degree of fame he
achieves, but how the “folks at
home” feel about him or her?
* • • •
Of course the Maine women are
proud of Margaret Chase Smith,
and justly. And did she make her
self more popular by her perfect
work in Bangor? She did. She is
an example of all that is highest in
womanhood. Her charm lies in
never forgetting that she is a wo
man and she holds her charm with
a dignity all too often missed these
days.
• • • •
Did you ever notice the persons
who make the best explanations are
the ones who do this at times to
cover poor behavior?
• •• •
New a Southern lady holds the
key to the President General’s office
cf the Daughters of American Rev
olution. Mrs Julius Young Talmadge of A’ er.s. Ga., is the beauti
ful lady !7; *;;ts to her.
• • • •
The English House of Lords has
738 members, including four royal
peers,, two archbishops. 24 blshoph,
16 Scottish representatives ano 18
Irish representatives.

The Winthrop (Mass.) Sun re
cently carried the follcwing item
concerning Richard S. Taylor, 20
son of the former Elizabeth South
ard, who, until her marriage, lived
in Rockland: “Richard S. Taylc-r,
second class petty officer on a U. S.
submarine, has been aw-arded a
Presidential citation, highest honor
in the armed forces. The submarine
was cited for sinking 31,291 tons cf
Jap shipping and damaging or de
stroying many smaller craft. The
citation specifically mentioned an
attack on a large Japanese convoy
in which the sub sank three enemy
ship*, completing the destruction of
a third despite ’accurate gunfire
opposition.’ Taylor is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Taylor of Som
erset avenue. Previous to subma
rine sen-ice he served on the battle
ship Arkansas, crossing the Atlan
tic four times and was in the Casa
blanca invasion.”
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THE BL’MPSTEADS IN “IT’S A GREAT LIFE”

The Summer session of the An
dover Newton Theological School
will be open June 6 to August 25 In
clusive. This is a fine chance for a
brush up for minds as well as an in
spiration and fine course of study
for those in need.
Address all inquiries to Russell C.
Tuck, Registrar, 210 Institution
avenue, Newton Centre 59, Mass.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald com
pleting 16 years as minister of the
First Baptist Church Sunday, was
felicitated at the morning service,
Joseph W. Robinson, treasurer of
the society and deacon of the church
speaking briefly of the high record
in which the paster is held by his
parishioners. A large cross, dec
orated with red and white carna
tions graced the platform. A large
A socialite’s home is converted into a night club for the exclusive pa
number were present at the pre tronage of defense workers in the Monogram musical comedy, “Sweet
service prayer meeting held Sunday hearts of the U. S. A.”
morning and at the evening servvice
four persons were baptised.
'and Dagger, honorary society.
N V\ AN SON - KE A TIN G
Lieut. Jarl Raymond Swanson, Mrs. Swanson has been a fre
Mrs. Eleanor Sallinen and Miss
Verc-nia Murphy, telephone opera Jr., son of Mr. Swanson, Sr., and quent Summer visitor at the home
tors are on vacation.
the late Mrs. Swanson, of Harwick. of her grandmother. Mrs. Keating
Pa., and Miss Bernice Keating of in Rockland. The couple will re
A meeting of the directors of The
side at 62 Commonwealth avenue,
Home for Aged Women will be held Lee, Mass., and granddaughter of
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Mrs. Henry- A. Keating of Rockland, Boston.
Frank W. Fuller, 25 Talbot avenue end the late Mr. Keating, were
at 2 30 P. M.
married April *15. in the Congrega
Rounds Mothers of the Congre tional Church at Lee, Mass., Rev
gational Church will meet in the Ernest A Becker, Jr., minister,
vestry Wednesday night. Mrs. Ber reading the double ring service.
The matron of honor was Mrs.
nice Havener, Mrs Marion Cock,
-yl
and Mrs. Margaret Barnard will be Donald Rhodes of Paterson, N. J..
the hostesses. Annual dues are sister of the bridegroom, and the
payable.
maid cf honor was Miss Ann Louise
Sitzer of Lee. The best man was
The annual meeting of the Rock Mr. Swanson, Sr., father of the
land Servicemen’s Club will be held bridegroom. The bride was given in
Wednesday at 2 o’clock in the club marriage by her father.
room. All members are urged to be
A reception was held at the home
present as plans for the coming Cf the bride, 91 High street, Lee
year will be made.
Among those present at the wedding
Eight liason type C. A? P. planes and reception, were Mrs. B. A. Bass
and one 3-passenger Stinson plane, cf Springfield. Mass., Rev. and Mrs.
from Portland, were in Rockland Franklin M. Bess of Milford, Conn.,
Sunday, flying 58 cadets and pro Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Tenbroeck
visional members between 10 a. m. of Albany, N. Y.. and Miss Kather
and 3 30 p. m. The group was in ine L. Keating of Rockland.
Mrs. Swanson attended Green
charge of (’apt. Norton Lamb of
Mountain
Junior College at Poult
Portland. Lieut. Richard P Bird,
ney,
Vt.,
and
cplby College. Water
in charge locally, announces the ap
pointment of Cadet William Hop ville, and Is now employed in the
kins of Rockland as acting technical Government Radiation Labratory at
sergeant. A meeting will be held at Massachusetts Institute cf Techno
U. S. Coast Guard Photo
7 o'clock at the High School build logy. Boston. She is a member of
A wWunded Jap prisoner learns
Phi Theta Kappa honorary society about American medical care as he
ing.
at Green Mountain School and cf is swung aboard a U. S. Coast Guard
Miss Betty McAlary is employed Delta Delta Delta sorority at Co’.by. transport at Makin.
Our medical standards are high
at the Selective Service office. Miss
Mr. Swanson, a graduate of Corn est among all armies of the world.
McAlary takes the place of Mrs. ell University in 1913. is in the U.S. Buy more War Bonds and keep ’em
JJ. S. Treasury Department
Katherine B. Donaldson of Camden Marines and is studying at Massa that way!
who has retired after serving as chusetts Institute of Technology.
typist-clerk the past year and a He is a member of Delta Tau Delta
Buy War Bonds and Stamtw
fraternity of Cornell and the Quill
half.

WAR BONDS

IT’S SPRING-TIME IN THE ROCKIES
AND

It’s Spring In ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hl
£3'

4-

The Season of gentle winds, of bud
ding flowers, of singing brooks, of
hope and joy of living

“Came the Spring
in all its splendor”

Humans too, feel the urge and spirit
of the season and adorn themselves

in bright new garments as does nature
in field, in forest and in all wild life.
7

i

Our Coats for Spring are most charm

ing, Style, Verve and Beauty.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

16 SCHOOL STREET,
=

ssss

ROCKLAND, ME.

Tuesday-Frida?1
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Mexico Opens Arms To U. S. Press
25 YEARS AGO

?*••• x?>

and valuable experience tor the
ter were given out today.
Girls' softball practice began this ’ men who attended. They slept in
week at Schofield Park, with Gloria' Army barracks, ate Army food, and
Witham coaching.
j became familiar with the experi• • • •
Bences bf the men who go to Fort
First baseball game of the season Devens. Principal Blaisdell attend
next Tuesday, with Camden.
ed this meeting.

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1919.

E. Eaton of Lexington and Martha
M. Davis of Friendship.
• • • •
These births were recorded:
Ingraham 'Hill, A{fril 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Teel, a son—Al
I
fred Hutchings.
Burkettville, April 20, to Mr and
Mrs. Herbert Esancy, a daughter
Friendship. April 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Archie Thompson, a son.
Rockland, April 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. James L. (Rogers, a daughter—
Ruth 'Louise.
Camden, April 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Horace W. Bryant, a daugh
ter—‘Margaret Elena.
Rockland, April 22. to Mr. and
Mrs Ernest P. Jones, a daughter—
Arlene Viletta.
Friendship, April — to Mr. ana
Mrs. (Hartweil Davis, a daughterCarline .c da
Hope, April 16. to Mr. andi Mrs.
Urban A Tiask, a son—Joseph
Lawrence.
Washington. April 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Prescott, a son.
Medford, April 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. H W. Prescott, a son.
Woburn, (Maas., April 17, to Mr.
and Mrs Joseph Bradley, a daugh
ter.
(Rockport, April 24. to Mr and
Mrs *George Turner, a daughter.
Rockport. April 22, to Mr. ard
Mrs. Fred Morse, a daughter—Lettie.
Rockport. April 27, to Mr. and
Mrs Robert Nutt, a daughter,
diaries Caruso bough* the San i South Thumaston, April 26, to
| Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Campbell,

ford K Welt barber shop.

All Mexico turned out to (root 20 viaitin< newspaper men from North America, in

the neighboring country to inspect Mexican
war industry. From the industrial city of
Monterrey to the pleasure resort at Carci
Crespo, crowds jammed the airports and
highways to welcome the visiting journalists.
Shown above is a grot/p of Mexican senors
and senoritas greeting the groufe at Mexico

City. At the right is a typical Mexican la
borer, shown with a guayule laden burro.
One of the high lights of the inspection tour
was the guayule mill operated by the Gen
eral Tire and Rubber company at Cuatro

Cienegas. Coahuiia. William O’Neil. General

president, sponsored the newspaper good
will trip. Mexican papers carried first page
stories for days on the trip, and when the
tour was over it was stated in the Mexican

a son—J. Russell.
James M Pea^e, 62, farmer and
press that the visit of the large group of
lumberman, died in (Hope.
newspaper men did more than any other
Mrs. Lester E Snowdeal died at
thing ever had done to create good feeling
Spiuce Head.
between the two countries.
Alexander Lermond, 76, died *n
Warren
Mrs Ella Adams, 66, died in
Camden
Burglars broke into Alonzo Grotton's house at Razorville stealing
his entire supply of vegetables.
Deaths in Warren: Mrs. Joshua
Starrett, 69; William J. Russell, 79;
Henry J. Libby.
Wills Allowed: Henry N. Sisco, of Tenants Harbor, deceased, fourth
Dr. A W. Peabody's bam at The late of Baltimore. Maryland; Lewis account filed by Alan L. Bird of.
Creek, in Thomaston, was burned. A. Arey. late of Owl’s Head, de Rockland, Trustee.
H. W. Libby sold his cottage at ceased. Margaret P. Margeson of
Petitions for Probate of Will filed
Lake Megunticook to Mr. Hills of Rockland, appointed adonx. c. t. a.; for notice: Augusta M Ross, late of
the A &P. Store.
Blanche E. Johnson, late of St. Union, deceased, asking for the
William 'Eaton, 76, died' in Cam George, deceased, Arvil C. Johnson appointment of Montel Charles
den.
of St. George exr.; Charles B. Emery Ross of Waldoboro, as Executor;
Mrs Addie Jenkins was elected late of Rockland, deceased. There Wallace M L.ittle, late of Rockland,
president cf the Twentieth Cen sa S. Emery of Rockland, exx.; deceased, asking for the appoint
tury Club. Rockport.
Jane Hofer, late of Camden, de ment of Matie B. Little, of Rock
ceased,, Philip Hofer and Myron A. land, as Executrix.
Abaca fiber is the most valuable Hofer of Camden, exrs.; Robert H.
Petitions for Administration filed
of all “hard'' repe fibers for marine Barham, late of Rockland, deceased, for notice; Estates Noble C. Huntcordage because of its resistance to Osborne E. Ripley of Rockland, ley .late of Camden, deceased, ask
Lexington, Mass., April 12. George salt water.
exr.; Della M. Miller, late of Union, ing for the apponitment of Archie
deceaseed, Marion R. Miller of Un M. Huntley of Camden, as admr.;
ion, exr ; Granville N. Bachelder, George P. Kenniston, late of War
late of St. George, deceased. Jean ren, deceased, asking lor the ap
G. Bachelder of St. George, exx.; pointment of Virgil E. Hills of War
John H. Hawkins, late of St. ren as administrator; Cora E. Har
George,
deceased, Annie J. Hawkins riman, late of Rockland, deceased,
ONE COAT COVERS
of St. George, exx.
asking for the appointment of
George I. Leonard of Rockland, as
Petitions
for
Administration
$
granted: Estates; Elizabeth M. In administrator.
Accounts filed for notice: Es
graham late of Rockland, deceased.
tates;
Lucy M. Kennedy, late of
Maynard L. Marston of Rockland,
THE MIRACLE WALL FINISH
Rockland,
deceased, third account
admr.; Lizzie Allen, late of Rocxfiled
by
William
T. White, of Rock
land, deceased, Alan L Bird of
land,
Trustee;
Katherine
Smith, late
Rockland, admr. d. b. n.; Olga Karl,
j. OM COAT COV1M WAUMWA
■■>,
of
Rockland,
deceased,
First Ac
late of Union, deceased, Otto Kari
J
MMIU IASRV w* • wWe brvtfc w wMi Mtt
count
filed
by
Alan
L.
Bird
of Rock
of Union, admr.; Garnet E. Bubar,
Jr., late of Rockport, deceased. land. Trustee; Albert E. Jones, late
2
Mils IN ONI NOUS . . . WM IwzIiNIhi
•
I ja a^f l^ztaty
Catherine E. Bubar of Rockport, of Washington, deceased. First and
A
MUIIS WITH W ATU... M MrpwtfM* er mNW
aaa^a^
admx.; Edward OB. Burgess, late of Final Account filed by Burtell R.
J. WASMU MSMT-wM
—■ dMMM.
Thomaston, deceased, Harriet W. Sidelinger, Executor.
Wolf of Thomaston, admx.
ONI OAUON BOU tM AVBAOO (OOAk

Frank M Donahue soldi Hotel
Roeklandi to Cleveland L Sleqier
G. W Bachelder and E N. Billings.
Rockland High School class parts
were announced —- Hazel Winslow
valedictory ;Dorothy Aiperin salu
tatory, Annie Berliawskv and Grace
Norwood honor parts.
Supt F. D. Rowe of Warren was
eiteted president of the Knox
County Teacher’s Association.
Sidney M. Oxton, candy maker 12
years for 6t. Clair & Allen, re
signed to take charge of Chisholm
Bros, factory at the North iEnd.
• • • •
The following marriages were
performed:
Rockland, April 18. Capt. David
H. Connors and Abbie G Hall.
Camden, April 12, Ralph S.
Knight and Elenora B Merrithew,
both of Lincolnville.
iRockltnd. April 4, Clifton D.
Boyden of Bangior and Bernice L.
Mitchell of Rockland.
(Rockland, April 23, Edwui F.
Burkett of Camden and Ethel A.
Snow of (Rockland.

PROBATE COURT NEWS

ROLL IT

§§§ Ll> mo<ki- ’ • *",\».»■«> i <
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Oracle wall finish.

KtM-TMM 89«

• Ute beauty vl Kent Too

TRIMS i15<

MAIN 5T HARDWARES
jf. „ PAINTS-STOVES • KITCHENWARE -ft
"FORMERLY VEAUE'i"
o
268
441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
----------------»
-- --Report cards for the third quar- . This trip was a most interesting
By the Pupils

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested

Knox Lodge, IjOOJP celebrated
the 100th anniversary of tilt Or
der. OtheT organizations taking
part weTe: Rockland Ercamppient, Canton Lafayette, Miriam
Rebekah Lodge, Mt. Battle Lodge
of Camden, CarJ'.n Molyneaux of,
Ca/mden, St. George Lodge and
Warren Lodge The new Oakland
Park Band. C. A. Pish, leader, fur
nished the mus».:.
Mrs. Edward E. Rankin died at
her home on Katun street; aged
53 years.
Nathan A Faiwell, who had
twice been cited for braver/ it
the World War arrived home
lrom Fiance.
Mrs Adelaide Farwell Lambert
died at her home on Fulton street.
Judge Elisha W. Pike of Eastport was about to open a law
office in this city.
Capt. Nils Nelson was assigned
to the command of the new
schooner Keating, about to be
launched.
George W Palmer sold his resi
dence on Park street to MiIps B.
Davis of Damariscotta.
David Rubenstein was badly
burned by Datkfire from the parlor
stove. The timely arrived and as
sistance of Bennie Miller saved his
life
Wallace Little soldi his house on
B’tadway to Raymond L Watts.
The school census, completed by
Mist Lena Thorndike showed a to
tal of 1750.

APPLETON MILLS

Petitions for License to Sell Real
Estate granted: Estates, Rose L.
Prescott late of (Rockland, deceased,
presented by Bernice F. Tibbetts of
Augusta, admx.; James Henry
Brown, late of Thomaston, deceased
presented by Rodney E. Jordan of
Thomaston, admr.
Petition for Distribution granted:
Estates. Nathan F. Barrett, late of
Hope, deceased, presented by Frank
M. Payson of Hope, admr. d. b. n.,
c. t. a.
Accounts allowed: Estates, Nath
an F. Barrett, late of Hope, de
ceased. First and Final Account filed
by Frank M. Payson admr. <L b. n.,
c. t.
William O. Puller, late of
Rockland, deceased. First and Fi
nal account filed by Kathleen S.
Fuller of Rockland, exx.; Lizzie Al
len, late of Rockland, deceased.
First and Final account filed by
B. Elliot flnn of Boston, admr. ;1.
b. n.; Emma J jArey, late of Vinalhaven, deceased, first and final ac

ST. GEORGE
PAPER AND RAG COLLECTION
A paper and rag collection will
take place May 8 and 9 in the town
of St. George. A truck will call
at all houses on one of the above
dates for those who have donations.
Residents may notify a pupil or a
teacher so that the collectors will
know where to call.
Observance of these rules is re
quested: Divide i»appr into three
piles— brown paper, hags, contain
ers, corrugated boxes (flatten the
boxes);
Magazines
newspapers.
Tie all bundles securely.
Clean
tags, securely tied.
Money secured from the sale will
be given to the St. George Red

Cross quota.

Knew The Answer
Editor of CourierGazette:
“Imp Forgotten’s” reference to
Pennsylvania as ♦ the
Keystone

State in his interesting recollect
ions of Rockland brought to my
mind an incident that happened in
my childhood. One day when. I
was a pupil in the Fourth tirade I
took my place above four pupils,
all boys, in my geography class
because I knew, and they didn't,
that Pennsylvania was called the
Keystone State.
Fortunately for me the teacher
was satisfied with the answer and
didn’t ask any whys or wherefores.
Yeaas later I learned the meaning
of tne word Keystone.
At that time I was laboring un5
der the impression that it was a
stone from which keys were made
and that it abounded everywhere in
Pennsylvania as limestone does in
Knox County!
I Knew the Answer.

UNION
An aircraft recognition class will
be started at Town Hall Wednes
day at 7.30 under the direction of
Fred L. Perkins, Jr. of Warren.
Army personnell from the Bangor
fiLter area will advise of present
air warning service and will show
movies.
Ralph Starrett, district
director, will also be present.
Joseph I^ffy of North Grafton,
Mass., Mrs. Carl Powell and son.
Ford of Razorvllle were visitors
last Friday at W. C. Perry's.
John Upham has joined the Navy
and went Wednesday to Port
land.
Mrs. Chester Hiarmon of Burkett
ville was guest Monday at Mrs.
Edith Maddocks*.
Mrs. Edwin Pease who has been
ill. is much improved and able to
care for her household duties.
Lawrence Maddocks went Wed
nesday to Portland for Army ex

amination.
Mrs. Eilward Pierpont of Bur
kettville is caring for Mrs. L.
Maddocks and infant daughter.
A special missionary service will
be held Wednesday night at 7.30.
Rev. John Nielson, district super
intendent, will be in charge and
Rev. C. H. Winan, missionary in
Peru, will be the special speaker.
Church co-operating will be those
of Rockland, North Waldoboro and
Richmond. The public is invited.

A work survey is being made of
Betty Holmes, Senior, has begun
Senior High pupils by Principal her five weeks of training at the
Blaisdell.
telephone office. Vina Delmonico
•• • •
has worked three days this week at
At Tuesday’s Senior High assem Lawyer Alan Bird’s office, Barbara
bly, eight Freshman boys and girls, Allen at Tax Collector Nelson’s
under the direction of Mrs. Gat- office, and Ruth McMahon at the
combe. presented a gay and colorful sears Order Office,
Gushee.
program of old fashioned barn
Mrs. Carolyn Page has gone to
dances, in costume. Betsy Cooper School attendance sheets have Pawtucket, R. I.. to visit her sis
was narrator and gave an historical been made this week by Mary Cal- ter, Mrs. James Emery. Mrs. Em
talk on these types of dances. Five J lahan, Mary Studley, and Mary ery recently spent a week at the
dances were demonstrated on tne Connolly of the Junior typewriting •home of her mother, Mrs. Adella
Gushee.
stage, “Oh, Susanna.” ‘‘Buffalo class.
Roy- I’age has employment In
• • • •
Boy,” “First Two Ladies Cross
Boothbay.
Over,” “Darling Nellie Gray," and Monday the course in driver
Recent guests at the home of
“Dive for the Oyster and Dig for training will toe resumed in the Mrs. Adella Gushee include Joshua
the Clam.” to the music of victrola school after a lapse of several years. Wentworth, 'Mrs. Daisy Bennett
records played by Gordon Andersen Instruction will be given by a mem and Mr. and Mrs. Carleton WetherThe four couples dancing were Ro ber of the State Highway Police. ell. ’
The
school
car
is
being
equipped
bert Gatcomibe and Kathryn Stev
EAST LIBERTY
ens. Harold Look and Beverly Mer with dual controls for use in this
course.
Four
pupils
will
go
out
each
Nellie
Hannan of East Rearschant, Cresswell Gamache and
mont is visiting Mrs. Kervln
period
with
the
instructor.
They
Mary Carrillo, John Sulides and
. ,
Jane Perry.
Morning devotions will spend enough time to enable RogersHerberfIRkiBneT spent a few days
them
to
pass
a
driving
test.
Careful
were conducted by Anna Heino.—
recently with relatives at Warren,
driving, care of tires, conservation Port Clyde and Rockland.
Betsy Cooper and Joan Atotoott
of gasoline, and general care of the
Russell Colby of South Portland
• • • • .
automotoile
will
be
stressed
About
is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Ger
The same program was given at
100
pupils
have
already
asked
for
trude
Skinner.
Junior High assembly, Wednesday
Mrs. ljaurence Colby and two
this
training.
morning, with Ann Bartlett dancing
ohildren have moved from Old Or
• • • •
instead of Beverly Merchant. Eliza
A Pitt Parker program was given chard to their home here for' the
beth Brewster led morning devo this afternoon by Jesse Ray Taylor I Summer.
tions.
Fred Hooper with the assistance
• • • •
of Kervin Rogers is building a
Junior and Senior High, hawing ac garage on the Carl Adams farm.
Carlton H. Gregory, a graduate of
tivity tickets.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy White weny^
R H.S , is one of the 74 students to
business callers Friday in Union.
be named to the Dean’s list for higii
academic standing at Brown Uni
The normal balloon tire on an
versity. Gregory, a senior at Brown
automotoile
flattens to (between 10
BUY US. WAR BOHDS J
is a candidate for honors in Phil
and 12 inches in gripping the road.
osophy.
April 12 and 13, a group of about
75 superintendents and principals
Bring Your Furs to SCOTT FURRIERS at
fiom Maine and Massachusetts
were invited to attend a two-day
conference at Fort Devens. This
369 Main Street
meeting was planned to acquaint'
the men with the process of induct
ing draftees into the armed forces.
Moving picture films of Russia and
YOU DON'T YOUSWEtyMVEH
YOU BR/N6IH YOUR
Great Britian were shown to the
'HAVE TO BE A
i FURS
COFFS TO
men who attended. These films are

CUTLER’S

shown to every man coming to Dev

ens as a part of the Army concen
tration program. Talks were given
on India and the South Pacific by
enlisted men who had lived in these
regions. Lectures were given by
Army officers on these subjects:
chemical warfare, Army tests,'
classification
of enlisted men,!
treatment’ of war prisoners, and the
training, of illiterates.
The educators next went with a
group of recruits who were being
taken into the Service. The issu
ing of uniforms and the testing pro- j
grams were interesting parts cf this
process. The classification system
was also clearl yexplained. A visit
was made to the Whlttmore ord
nance depot, where cars and trucks
are repaired. One of the features
of this plant Is an assembly line
where motors are completly rebuilt.

n TTI ETD’Q this week
W I JL.1LIV □
FEATURES

ScottSuper-BiltFur Coats

Wednesday, May 3
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THESE FACTS!
YOU MAY STILL USE THE SOOTT UNIQUE PAYMENT PLAN FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

•

I have a waiting list of prospects for all kinds of

property.

What have you that you want to sell
quickly?

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
375 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 77
N-u

Simon H. Hall, late of Rockland, de
ceased, first and final account filed
by Lottie M. Hall, exx. S. H. Hall
Estate; Ada B. Mills, of Rockland,
first and final account filed by Ade
laide C. Mills, Conservator; Mary
E case of Rockland, second and
final account filed by Charles F.
•TS WON
Case of Hsekland, gdn.; Rose Davis
Harrington, of Rockland, third ac
count filed by Alan L. Bird of Rock
Pepti-Cola Company, Long ttland City, N.
land, gdn.; Lillias Q. Hupper, late FRANCHISED BOTTLES: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

A SMALL DEPOSIT OF $5 WILL RESERVE YOUR

CHOICE COAT.

FREE STORAGE ON

ANY

SCOTT

SUPER-BILT

FUR COAT PURCHASED NOW!

count filed by Benjie H. Arey. exr.;

NOTICE

Aldeverde Robbins is on furlough,
and is the guest of his mothejMrs. Frances Robbins.
•„
Joshua Wentworth and Mr. and
Mrs . Carleton Wetherell returned
recently from Lake Helen, Florida,
where they have been spending the
Winter. Mr. Wentworth is at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Helen
Gusfhee.
Ixiren
Clark Is convalescing
slowly from the measles.
PhilHp Keene was home recently
on furlough, called by the illness of
bis toother.
Rupert Fish has also been at
the home of his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. George Fish.
Helen and Paul Gushee have been .
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Richarl^T
Gould, at Colebrook, N. H..
Tho
latter returned with them and
spent last week with Mrs. Gould’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

•

ALL FURS ARE 2 0 % TAX INCLUDED!

BRING YOUR FURS AND OTHER WINTER GARMENTS
IN! YOU PAY l?o INSTEAD OF THE CUSTOMARY
3 >c . YOU SAVE TWO-THIRDS!

